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an you believe that it is almost 70
years ago that Thomas Watson (IBM
Chairman, 1943) said he thinks that there’s
a world market for maybe five computers?
And boy - was he wrong. By the end of 2011
there were more than 2,267 billion Internet
users worldwide, and these numbers leap
forward daily.
As the world becomes more instrumented,
interconnected and intelligent, while
the people of the world wholeheartedly
embrace social computing, today’s
companies face the dawn of a new era –
that of Social Business.
Just as the evolution of technology and
Internet changed the market place forever,
the integration of social computing into
company business models represents
another massive shift in the scene.
Organisations that successfully transform
into Social Businesses can potentially reap
countless benefits – among them the ability
to intensify customer relationships, drive
operational efficiencies and optimise the
workforce.
As we move into this decade of Social
Business, this evolution is fundamentally
shifting the position of the customer.
Consumers are more empowered than ever
and it is no longer about B2B or B2C or
B2B2C, it is about a company’s relationship
with its customers - with you as the focus.
What is driving this shift? Technology. And
sometimes it is necessary to step back to
see how dramatic the changes have been
and to realise how dramatically different our
future is shaping up to be.
According to an article in Forbes, before
we had access to modern technology,
consumers struggled to engage with
companies that weren’t suited to them. For
many, this meant dealing with businesses
located nearby, or those they had access
to. Buyers were at the mercy of sellers,
but as technology spread – in the form of
PCs, then the Internet, then mobile devices,
and then smartphones – consumers are
increasingly empowered to deal with
companies of their choosing. With social
media now driving the relationship, we’re
undergoing a sea change in how customers

can openly review and engage with
companies, provide insight into products
and services, negotiate prices with greater
effectiveness and access insights that were
previously restricted to just a select few.
Over the next few years the power shift
in favour of the customer will continue
accelerating. Social media is simply a first
step of this broader change. What are just
instruments today will evolve into a more
fully integrated experience of allowing the
buyer to experience transactions as they
want.
It goes beyond tweeting a request or using
a community to answer questions. These
are mere tactics. It is about a fully engaged
experience of always-on, rich data at your
fingertips, to help make decisions regarding
all aspects of a company and gaining a more
powerful voice to alter and influence that
company’s course.
This might sound like a total power shift
to the buyer that leaves the company
vulnerable. This is true – for some. Some
organisations will be slow to adapt.
However, companies that see this
shift – and see it now – begin to view
the customer as an advocate for the
marketplace. This mindset shift allows
companies to have greater insights into
what the marketplace really wants, what
its customers are really looking to purchase
- and how they want to be engaged. It is a
game-changer. And like all evolutions and
revolutions, some will thrive and some will
die off.
That the next revolution in technology is
upon us is a fact. In this issue, as we take a
look at how accounting software is driving
fundamental change in the accountancy
industry - as just one example - we say
companies need to embrace this change,
otherwise they may find themselves in the
same boat as those firms in the 1980s that
didn’t believe they needed computers.

Gerinda

You can now follow ASA on LinkedIn, twitter and the ASA website.
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News
Updates
Clean audits what do these mean to the people of South Africa.
On 23 July 2012 the office of the Auditor General of South Africa
(AGSA) issued its General Report on the outcomes of local government
audits for the 2011 financial year. Six new municipalities achieved
clean audit opinions, bringing the national total to 13, or just 5% of
South Africa’s municipalities. On the other hand, the number of larger
municipal entities with clean audit opinions had regressed from 10 last
year to four this year.
There is ongoing debate to the meaning of the term ‘clean audit’.
But what does it really mean? And do South Africans have a full
understanding of its meaning?
Many people are familiar with the terms ‘qualified’ or ‘unqualified’
opinions on audits, says Mohammed Lorgat, Project Director, Public
Sector at the SAICA: “These refer to an opinion expressed by auditors
on the financial statements of entities”.
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Unlike private sector audits, AGSA’s audit scope in the public sector
is much broader. Besides auditing financial statements, it also covers
reporting performance against predetermined objectives, as well as
compliance with laws and regulations.
SAICA assists micro entities to ease the burden of financial
reporting.
SAICA has responded to the requests from accountants servicing
the SME market and micro entities across South Africa for guidance
to simplify and reduce the cost of preparing financial statements for
these entities. SAICA has now released a guide for applying the IFRS
for SMEs to small and micro entities.
This guide is in the form of an easy-to-use electronic toolkit that
comprises a user checklist, an application guide with practical
examples, illustrative financial statements, and a disclosure checklist. It
is aimed primarily at practically appling the IFRS for SMEs standard for
micro entities such as close corporations and companies with a public
interest score (as determined by the Companies Act) below 100 points;
partnerships and sole-proprietorships. This guide may also be useful for
entities with a public interest score of between 100 and 350 points.
In short, SAICA’s guide offers the following tools for micro entity
accounting:
•
A textbook approach with case studies
•
A robust and stable reporting framework that can accommodate
growing entities
•
IFRS for SMEs as the basis of preparation for accounts. This
standard is understood and accepted in South Africa and globally
•
Accounts can be prepared in terms of a recognised framework for
auditing or independent review
•
Makes use of all the relevant exemptions and expedient options
permitted by the IFRS for SMEs, making it easy to apply in
practice.
KZN Treasury and SAICA partner to improve financial management
in the public sector.
The KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Treasury and SAICA have launched a

ground-breaking initiative in partnership with the Thuthuka Bursary
Fund, in a bid to ensure better financial management in the region’s
public sector.
This partnership launch, marked by the signing of three-year skills
development sponsorship agreement between the Provincial Treasury
and SAICA, will see government absorbing three qualified graduates
into a training programme after completion of their studies. This is a
stepping stone to getting the provincial treasury accredited as a SAICA
training office for chartered accountants in public sector accounting
and financial management.

The KZN Provincial Treasury and
SAICA have launched a groundbreaking initiative to ensure better
financial management in the
region’s public sector
Kwa-Zulu Natal Province MEC for Finance Ina Cronjé said through this
partnership, the government is giving an opportunity to young people
to learn towards financial management and accounting qualifications
and later be absorbed by government.
The new Companies Act guide will assist companies when
implementing the Act.
The Companies Act No 71 of 2008 (the Act), which became effective
on 1 May 2011, brought with it a myriad of changes that have
significantly impacted on all aspects of conducting business in South
Africa. The implementation of the Act has presented both challenges
and opportunities to most companies.
In response to the challenges of applying the changes, SAICA formed
the Ad-hoc Committee on Corporate Law, under the chairmanship of Tom
Wixley, who is well known for his knowledge on corporate governance.
This committee has released a Companies Act guide, of which some
key highlights are:
•
Alterable provisions in the Act
•
Important and relevant annexures to assist in applying the Act
•
Special resolutions required in terms of the Act
•
Guidelines on determining whether the company should be
audited, independently reviewed, or not require assurance at all.
To read the full versions of these News Updates, Please visit
www.saica.co.za. asa
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US SEC final report on the use of IFRS

Accounting

The United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
has issued a final report on the work plan for incorporating
IFRSs into the reporting system for USA issuers. The report
explores the potential methods for incorporating IFRSs into
their reporting systems, such as the endorsement mechanism
or the continued convergence of IFRS and United States
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP).
Some significant themes from the SEC’s analysis include:
the development of the IFRS, the IASB’s IFRS interpretation
process, the IASB’s use of national standard-setters, global
application of IFRS, the governance of the IASB, the status
of funding of the IFRS Foundation, and investor education on
IFRS. Michael Prada, Chairman of the IFRS Foundation, and the
IASB Chairman, Hans Hoogervorst, have expressed their views
on the SEC report. The response of the trustees of the IFRS
Foundation and the IASB’s response to the SEC final report can
be downloaded from the IASB website.
IASB conducts post-implementation review on IFRS 8
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) is
conducting its first post-implementation review on IFRS 8
- Operating Segments. The IASB is seeking feedback from
preparers and investors on practical challenges that have been
encountered in implementing IFRS 8, and the costs associated
with implementing the standard.
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Current members of the SMEIG re-appointed
The Trustees of the IFRS Foundation have re-appointed the
current members of the SME Implementation Group (SMEIG)
for a further two-year term, ending in 30 June 2014. Two
of the members re-appointed are from South Africa: Bruce
Mackenzie CA(SA), the managing partner at W Consulting,
and Frank Timmins CA(SA), the Head of Risk Management
and Professional Standards at Grant Thornton. Their main
responsibility in the last two years was to consider questions
on the implementation of the IFRS for SMEs, and to develop
question and answer (Q&A) sets. The relevant press release
can be downloaded from the SAICA website.
Circular on IFRS for SMEs withdrawn
Circular 1/2011 - Statement of Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice: International Financial Reporting Standard for Small
and Medium-sized Entities (IFRS for SMEs), was issued to
clarify:
•
The application of the scope of the IFRS for SMEs in the
context of the Companies Act of 1973 amended in 2006
and the Companies Act of 2008
•
The effective date of the IFRS for SMEs
•
The withdrawal date of Statement for GAAP for SMEs
•
First-time adoption in South Africa.
Circular 1/2011 has been withdrawn, as the withdrawal
date of Statement of GAAP for SMEs has passed and the
Companies Act Regulations 2011 clarify the financial reporting
requirements applicable to companies.

The IASB is also seeking input on how preparers and investors
have been impacted by the requirement to report segments
using a management perspective; the use of non-IFRS
measurements; and the requirement to use internally-reported
line items. The deadline for comment to the IASB on ED 317
– Request for Information: Post-implementation Review: IFRS
8 – Operating Segments, is 16 November 2012. The exposure
draft and the IASB press release can be downloaded from the
SAICA website.

Assurance
IAASB’s Plan for Post-Implementation Review of Clarified
ISAs
The International Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board (IAASB) released for comment its Plan for a PostImplementation Review of the Clarified of International
Standards on Auditing (ISAs). In 2009 the IAASB concluded
its five-year Clarity project to redraft and revise the ISAs. The
post-implementation review is the second phase of the IAASB’s
efforts to monitor the implementation of these standards.
This review is focused on whether the clarified ISAs are
being consistently understood and implemented in a way that
achieves the IAASB’s goals in revising and redrafting them.
When this review is completed in 2013, the IAASB will be
better able to assess whether there is need for further changes
to the ISAs. Timely feedback on the clarified ISAs from a variety
of stakeholders is therefore essential for this purpose, and for
the IAASB’s objective of ensuring that its standards continue to
be of the highest quality.
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The IAASB invites all stakeholders to comment on the plan by
31 October 2012. Visit the IAASB website to access the plan
and submit comments.

its responsibilities. In these cases, the auditor shall determine
with whom to communicate within the entity’s governance
structure.

`

The IESBA invites all stakeholders to comment on its proposals
in the Exposure Draft, Proposed Change to the Definition of
“Those Charged with Governance”. To submit a comment, visit
the IESBA website at www.ethicsboard.org. Comments on the
Exposure Draft are requested by 31 October 2012.

Ethics

IESBA Proposes Change to Code of Ethics Definition of
Those Charged with Governance
The International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants
(IESBA) has released for public exposure a proposed change to
the definition of ‘those charged with governance’ in the IESBA
Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (the Code).
The objectives of the change are to more closely align the
definition of ‘those charged with governance’ in the Code with
that in the IAASB’s International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 260,
Communication with Those Charged with Governance, and to
eliminate any confusion as to how it is defined. The IESBA is
of the opinion that the proposals do not call for any change in
systems or common practice, should these be approved.
The change specifically aims to clarify that a subgroup, such as
an audit committee, may assist the governing body in meeting

Taxation
A case was recently heard by the tax court that dealt with the
requirement relating to the ‘income from the rendering of a
personal service’. This is relevant when considering whether the
company or close corporation is a small business corporation.
In his judgement, the Judge gave his understanding of the
meaning of the words ‘consulting, broking and management’,
and concluded that the provision of promotional activities
relating to the products of its clients, and all related and ancillary
activities by the close corporation (and its member), did not
constitute a personal service for the purposes of section 12E.
This case was made available on the SARS web site on 14
August and is also available on the Tax Suite website. asa
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on his high horse
DUPONT ANALYSIS AND VALUATIONS
Charles Hattingh CA(SA), Chartered Financial Analyst, is the Managing Member of P C Finance Research cc.

Margin (5% in the above example) multiplied by velocity (1/0,5 or 2
in the above example), equals return on net operating assets before
tax (or 10% in the above example). This ratio is a key financial ratio
in business. An alternative to ‘margin x velocity’, and an easier one
to remember, is ‘earn x turn’.
So, our retail company is earning a return on net operating assets
of 10% p.a. before tax, which is a little higher than bond returns,
yet with all the inherent risks in its business. Assuming a tax rate
for this company of 30%, this gives an after tax return on net
operating assets of 7% (10% minus 30% of 10%). One can earn
this level of return on listed preference shares in banks.
C

Now think about it: If the investor is looking to earn a return on his
or her investment of say, 18% per annum, then 7% per annum is
not going to cut it.
A thousand years ago, when I was at Wits, we were taught a
simple reality check formula for valuing a business. It was Value =
Equity, multiplied by the actual return on equity (ROE), divided by
the fair rate of return (r). Using the information above and assuming
that this company’s equity is R100 million, its value would be R100
million x 7%/18%, or just under R40 million. The capital asset
pricing model (which is highly theoretical as it makes too many
unrealistic assumptions) teaches us that the price book ratio is ROE
minus projected growth (g), divided by (r minus g).
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recently performed a valuation of a retail company that was
generating a margin on sales of 5% and carried inventory of 50
cents for every rand of annual sales. Other net operating assets
were negligible and the company had no borrowings. I valued
the equity of the company at way below its net asset value.
Management was distinctly unhappy. It felt that the company ‘must
have goodwill’ as it has been in operation for many years and ‘has a
good name’.
Few accountants and managers understand the powerful DuPont
financial analysis system and how it can be used to measure
(and create) value. The purpose of this article is to explain how
this analysis system works and how it ties in with sophisticated
valuation practice. I will not touch on what I regard to be the naive
PE and EBITDA valuation approaches.

Applying this formula and assuming that projected growth is 4%
p.a., the price book ratio would be (7% - 4%) divided by (18% - 4%)
= 0,25, giving a value of R25 million.
Once I had explained these concepts to management, the
question put to me was: “So, how can we improve the value of
our company?” For competitive reasons, there was not much the
company could do about its pricing policy. Focus was needed on
managing inventory levels and cutting costs to improve margin. On
investigation it was found that the company was carrying excessive
stock ‘to satisfy the needs of the customers’. One should find a
balance between the needs of customers and the needs of the
shareholders, being value maximisation.

Margin, by definition, is revenue less cost of sales, less operating
expenses before interest paid and tax, as a percentage of revenue.
Alternatively, it is the gross profit percentage, less the operating
expense ratio.

The value of a business is based on the projected free cash flows
generated by the business. For example, if a business generates
a ROE of 7% p.a. and grows revenue by 8% p.a., the owner will
have to plough back 114% of its profit to fund the growth. This is
not possible unless the shareholders have deep pockets and are
prepared to live with a negative value for the business. Over-trading
occurs when ‘g’ exceeds ROE. You cannot trade your way out of
trouble if you are earning a poor return on equity.

Velocity is the number of times net operating assets (fixed assets
plus working capital), turn over during the year, i.e. revenue divided
by net operating assets.

Working capital (WC) levels can have a major impact on the value of
a business. It’s so curious that I have never been able to find WC in
EBITDA. asa
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central planning
WE ALL KNOW IT IS MISGUIDED
Kevin Phillips, CA(SA), is MD of idu Software.

C

entral planning - we all know how
misguided it is, right? It brought
the old Soviet economy to its knees
because no central planner - irrespective
of how smart - can predict exactly how
many pairs of shoes people will want
to buy next summer, or how many tons
of grain farmers will harvest. Running
an economy on the basis of quotas (to
decide what gets produced) and rations
(to decide what gets consumed), is a
route to disaster.
We all know central planning doesn’t
work. So here’s a question: Why do so
many businesses act as if it does? I’ve
lost count of the number of companies
I’ve seen where a central office - usually
the accounts department - dictates to
another group of employees what their
budget should be – and then acts all
surprised when reality at the end of the
year doesn’t match their expectations.

10

Telling your Pofadder sales team their
target is X, without properly considering
their input, is on the same level as the
Soviet Union’s Gosplan telling Ukrainian
farm workers they had to deliver so
many tons of grain by the end of the
harvest season – or else. No information
gathering system is ever perfect, so
it’s only the farmer who knows which
field needs to lie fallow for a year, which
crops the local soil and microclimates
are best suited to, when the optimal
times for planting and harvesting are,
and so on.
By the same token, only your people
on the ground in each region have
a real feel for what might happen in
their territory over the next year. If
they happen to know that their biggest
customer has just lost its own primary
customer, they’ll anticipate that the next
year is likely to be tough. Giving them a
budget and a sales target that is simply
10% slapped onto last year’s target is
not a smart move.
Top-down budgeting like this is invariably
the sign of a broken process. Most
people start out with good intentions.
asa I october 2012
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They send out spreadsheets asking each
region or department to submit its budget,
and then spend weeks wrestling all the
returning information into shape. These
are sent out again for changes because
top management isn’t happy, then do
it all again, and again… until eventually
the deadline hits. At this point they give
up and force through a resolution that
becomes the official company line for the
year.

no real commitment to meeting it - unless
the big stick is hovering in the background.

Asking people for their input, and then
disregarding it like this, is probably even
worse than never asking in the first place.
You’ll definitely get a set of managers who
feel no real ownership of the budget, and

The challenge of trying to reconcile
incompatible demands disappears and
individual users can no longer ’improve’
your spreadsheets. With a central
database that is accessible over the web,

you can carefully control individual read
and write privileges, while everyone can
always see a ‘big picture’ that is always up
to date.

The sad thing is that nowadays we have
an easy technical fix for this kind of
problem. A central information store,
oddly enough, makes it much easier to
decentralise planning. When you have only
one database, which everyone can see
and contribute to, the problem of collating
multiple spreadsheets disappears.

If you take the additional step of making
that central information store – or at
least the bits of it that any individual
manager needs to see – easy to navigate,
understand and use, you have empowered
managers. It’s easy to underestimate how
scary dealing with financial information can
be for those who are not financial experts.
Remove the intimidation factor: create
authentic empowerment and you also get
real accountability. It’s a far cry from the
failed Soviet model. asa

Budgeting taking up
too much time?
idu-Concept can significantly
reduce your budget, forecasting,
and reporting turnaround times.
If you find yourself in the business
of budgeting instead of budgeting
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offshore investments
WHY MORE AND MORE GO
Eamonn Ryan, LLB (Hons), is Business Journalist.

E

xchange controls are hardly an issue any longer for anyone
other than the extremely wealthy. You are entitled to take
R1 million offshore each year without South African Reserve
Bank (SARB) approval, which will probably cover what most
people can afford. With official exchange control approval you
can take out significantly more, while you also have the option
to invest in domestically-listed foreign unit trusts.
Chances are, if you’re already an investor or just a member
of a retirement fund, a considerable proportion of your
capital will already be invested offshore. Many of those
local companies you’re invested in probably generate a fair
proportion of their earnings from beyond South Africa’s
borders.
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If that’s the case, why should anyone want to invest more
offshore? The truth is - most private investors don’t. This
is a mistake, according to the vast majority of investment
analysts. At the moment offshore investments offer
considerably better value and future prospects than local
companies – for the same price.
Paul Hansen, STANLIB Retail director, explains that although
many countries are mired in debt and uncertainty, companies
listed on stock exchanges in those same countries are
generally in excellent shape.
He says investors should not be misled by what they read in
daily newspapers or hear on international news broadcasts.
“Many companies, including those in the US, Europe, Japan
and in emerging markets like Brazil, China and South Africa,
are in excellent financial shape, with strong balance sheets,
lots of cash and generally good earnings growth, though
earnings are expected to be down 7% year-on-year in Europe
and to slow into single digits in the US” says Hansen.
“Valuations offshore look attractive [price-to-earnings and
price-to-book], especially in what is likely to be an ongoing
low interest rate environment”.
Nonetheless, he admits risk-oriented markets (shares,
commodities and many currencies) were: “in a bit of turmoil
and were declining earlier this year,” on the back of three fairly
big issues facing the world.
“Firstly there is the European bailouts story. Secondly we
have the so-called US ‘fiscal cliff’, which refers to a whole
spate of Bush-era tax breaks for Americans that expire at
end-2012. If nothing is done, the US may well slip back into
recession early in 2013. Thirdly, we have a major engine of
world growth, China, slowing more than expected.”
It’s not all bad news and during June, July and August 2012,
stock markets rallied quite strongly - which is unusual for the
northern hemisphere summer doldrums.

“July numbers for the world’s biggest economy, the US,
have been better than expected. Some important recent
improvements have been the pick-up in private sector
borrowing [similarly occurring in South Africa], as well as signs
that the long-depressed property market has finally bottomed
after six tough years.”
There are two sides to the Eurozone crisis. Says Hanson: “On
the one hand, turmoil in the EU is depressing shares, arguably
creating more value for potential investors. On the other
hand, the turmoil risks negatively affecting economic growth,
for example by hurting consumer and business confidence,
thereby hurting company earnings and valuations”.
One of the major differences this year compared with 2011 is
that as inflation recedes, central banks around the globe have
been easing monetary policy - one after the other - including
cutting interest rates. “This is a powerful backstop for risk
assets, including shares,” explains Hansen.
Clyde Rossouw, portfolio manager of the Investec Global
Franchise Fund, says: “Big global brands, which include
companies such as Johnson & Johnson, Nestlé, Pfizer, Coca
Cola and Philip Morris International, typically enjoy consistent
earnings growth and create wealth for their shareholders year
after year – even when the wider economy has been struggling.
These household names usually manage to maintain consumer
demand when the economic environment is uncertain”.
Rossouw says high quality global franchise businesses tend to
have better balance sheets, better credit ratings and a lower
default probability (in terms of their five-year debt) than most
governments. He states: “This is particularly pertinent in the
current era of heightened sovereign risk and high aggregate
levels of public sector debt. Johnson & Johnson, for example,
currently has a AAA credit rating, while Japan has a AA
sovereign debt rating”.
Rob Spanjaard, a director of Rezco Asset Management, says
that for someone building up a portfolio at a level of about
R500 000, you would want a quarter of that invested in foreign
companies.

Mark Lloydbottom Consulting
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He adds: “Companies I would recommend are Samsung,
Apple and Adidas. Any company selling brands into emerging
markets is a good investment. I would add Intel to this list.
Technologically speaking, one hears a great deal today of
tablets and this factor has been well discounted into Intel’s
share price, but if you speak to ordinary users, they would not
swap their laptops for tablets. I believe Intel is a great company
that will not be bypassed by technology.
“US banks are also a good buy, as the US banking and property
sectors are both recovering fast. JP Morgan is a top quality
company that is highly underrated,” says Spanjaard. asa
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Download IRP5’s and the demographic information
automatically for your whole client base in a
few minutes.

Not available!

Input financial data, interest, rent and deductions,
lump sums, capital gains and farming income.

Not available!

Finalise statement of assets and liabilities
and approve the capital account reconciliation and
living expenses.

Not available!

Move the tax return around the office electronically
for checking and final approval.

Not available!

Produce the tax report pack showing the full tax
return and calculation of the taxpayer so that the
client can sign and approve for eFiling.

Not available!

e-File the tax return data electronically straight into
the SARS system in a matter of seconds.

Not available!

As the software is integrated the tax return data
is automatically entered into the Tax Management
system.

Not available!

The SARS assessment data is automatically retrieved
into the Tax Manager system.

Not available!

Tax Manager produces a difference report for each
assessment downloaded showing differences down
to source code level.

Not available!

Downloads all the assessments and the balance of
account notices from SARS in PDF format.

Not available!

SARS correspondence is automatically linked
to the data entry source allowing for easy access
and reference.

Not available!

Capture penalty assessment entries.

Not available!

Track and control every aspect of penalty, ordinary
and revised assessments to successful conclusion
easily and efficiently.

Not available!
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CREATING THE
ACCOUNTING PLATFORM
Ross Hampton, Director of CaseWare at CQS Technology Holdings,
discusses the company’s direction

RH: Our biggest competitors were pen-and-paper
reporting, spreadsheets and word processing
documents. Accountants manually extracted data
from print-outs and reports were typed up by balance
sheet typists. Accuracy outweighed efficiency and
figures were painstakingly balanced. The process
was slow, costly and risky.
Your first product was CaseWare. What effect did that
have on the market?
RH: By that time, CaseWare was already widely
proven in several countries around the world. When
we brought it to market, it changed the way audit
firms worked. It increased productivity by 1000% on
average and made efficiency and speed possible,
and improved accuracy. Typists became obsolete
because the application prepared fully formatted
financial statements and supporting schedules in
a fraction of the time. The control brought on by a
specifically designed tool instead of manual systems
and spreadsheets drastically reduced the reviewing
time spent by partners. So costs plummeted and work
effort decreased dramatically. The software not only
had an effect on efficiency, it made compliance with
financial reporting standards easier. Your average
audit firm does not have a Technical Department on
hand to keep them up to date with compliance; CQS
fulfilled that role. Clients still trust us with keeping
them up to date with compliance today and we take
that responsibility very seriously.
How have things changed?
RH: We’re in an era where technology encompasses
all aspects of life and business. We’re always

connected and have become used to accessing
information, at any time, instantaneously. Almost all
professionals are equipped with a laptop, tablet PC
and smartphone. As a result of our device-oriented,
Internet-connected society, we expect the same
from our business tools. In order to achieve that, we
need intelligent software to tie them together into a
cohesive business system.

happening in their business without spending hours
on preparation.

And what initiatives is CQS taking in this environment?

And these are just the current initiatives we’re
rolling out.

RH: In 2011, we established our vision of the
Interconnected Practice, an integrated accounting,
auditing and tax model. With it, the practice not
only performs efficiently using a consolidated
database and an integrated suite of CQS products;
it also transacts seamlessly with clients and third
party stakeholders.
We also introduced CaseWare SmartSync which,
combined with Working Papers, allows engagement
team members to work simultaneously on client
files. Each change is automatically synced back to
a master copy in the background and transmitted to
other team members in real-time, regardless of their
geographic location. So momentum is never lost.
Recently, CQS joined forces with Confirmation.
com, the world’s leading provider of secure audit
confirmation services. This will provide South
African financial institutions and auditing firms
with a streamlined online process for requesting,
approving and receiving confirmation requests.
Another product launched recently, is CaseWare
Interactive Dashboard. This web-enabled solution
will enable accountants to share financial results
with their clients using interactive, drillable
dashboards. It’s so simple to use and allows firms
to give their clients an instant view of what is

Take your practice to a whole new level and boost profits with CQS! Contact us now.

011 507 0000
www.cqs.co.za

Within the next few years, SARS will move to the use
of Extensible Business Reporting Language or XBRL
for large corporates. CaseWare is XBRL ready and
CQS is already prepared to assist our clients with
the transition.

Any hints on what CQS clients can look forward to
in future?
RH: We’ve got some pretty exciting products to
be released soon. For example, the upcoming
Caseware Web Apps is a completely web-based
practice system. There’s nothing to download – you
just log in and start sharing files, and collaborating
with team members, managers or partners from
wherever you are. This is just the first step in our
drive towards Cloud solutions in a major way. Our
customers will be able to move their computing
environment to the Web for a lower cost, more
flexible business.
What can the clients expect from CQS as a company?
RH: Simply, that we’ll continue to apply revolutionary
thinking to evolving standards and technologies.
We’re committed to supplying the world’s most
trusted accounting products, backed by in-house IP
and trusted support to provide solutions that make
a real difference to our clients. And we’ll strive to
give our customers not just tools but a complete
virtualised business environment, globally accessible,
to realise maximum efficiency and profitability.

14682 - tenaka.co.za

CQS was formed in 1994 to deliver financial reporting,
auditing and tax solutions into the accounting field.
What was the industry like back then?
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accounting software
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Eamonn Ryan, LLB (Hons), is Business Journalist.
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T

he next revolution in accounting
software may soon be upon us. If
your company is not ready to get rid of its
obsolete, client-server, proprietary software
package, you may be in the same boat as
those firms back in the 1980s that didn’t
believe they needed computers.

That knowledge was sorely needed, as
growing trade led to businesses expanding
to beyond where they could be managed by
single owners. Naturally, when a business
is run by more than one person, a system
for documenting transactions is needed to
monitor the cash.

CQS director Ross Hampton notes that the
stresses and demands of compliance may be
behind the audit and accounting industry not
giving technology its due emphasis. Hampton
states: “In fact, technology can automate a
great deal of compliance reporting, financial
reporting and management reporting”.

Italy is widely considered the birthplace of
accountancy’s double entry system, with its
first recorded use being in Genoa in the 13th
century. After gaining popularity, it was finetuned in Venice and received wider publicity
when Lucia Pacioli published his book ‘The
Summa’. It included a section on ‘Method of
Venice’, which discussed using three books
for recording transactions: a ledger, a journal
and a memorandum book. Lucia Pacioli is
widely recognised as the father of accounting.

Up to 1974, accounting was done largely in
the same manner as the ancient Egyptians
had started doing it 3000 years before.
Accountancy migrated to Europe towards
the end of the Crusades, which saw a rise
in trade between Europe and the Middle
East. Like many other sciences – medicine
and mathematics - trade opened the door for
Eastern knowledge to filter into the West.

However, for the next few centuries any
technological advances were limited to
painting green and white alternating lines
on paper to make it easier to follow a row
across a 36 inch ledger page. Fountain pens
asa I october 2012

replaced quills, which in turn gave way to
ball-point pens.
Little changed in this pen and paper
methodology for 800 years that is, until
computers finally became relatively ‘cheap’,
and could be bought for R80 000. Mark
Silberman, managing director of AccFin,
relates how he had to lease out the firm’s
computer at R900/hour to break even.
This was before the days of Microsoft or
even personal computers (PCs). Bulky
CRT monitors offered just 20 lines and 80
characters width on their screens. Still, it was
so much easier to see data on-screen than it
was to fumble about with data cards. Then,
in the mid-1980s, IBM launched the PC. The
consequent rapid evolution from paper-based
trial balances to spreadsheets on Lotus 123
was as revolutionary as the original double
entry system.
Still, the balancing of books was done
manually, but soon the first accounting
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packages appeared on the market. In South Africa, TurboCash
launched in 1987 with an automated system for trial balance,
balance sheet and income statement. A 15-day process of
consolidating ledgers was reduced to minutes. But there were
many functions this programme couldn’t do, such as calculating tax
or invoicing clients. TurboCash couldn’t ‘think’ for itself, and it was
not yet web-based.

Your business

needs it...

Silberman explains that the early DOS-based accounting systems
were highly stable and hardly updated, but with the advent of
Microsoft and its regular upgrades, continuous adaptation of
systems became the norm.
In 1990, TurboCash began being distributed by Pastel. Though it
became known by the latter name, it was effectively the same
system. This product evolved to become ubiquitous in South Africa
and has 80% of the local accounting software market. Pastel
has upgraded continuously and added in functions for customer
invoicing, supplier management and inventory.
Stephen Corrigan, managing director of Palladium, says:
“Technology played an important role in the evolution of accounting
software. First the shift from DOS to Windows and it has since
become an important deal breaker in the selection of accounting
software per se. For example, post the Y2K hype, we saw a lot of
technologies die and software ostensibly dissipate. As a result,
clients have become more technologically savvy and unaccepting
of the sort of software defects they once used to tolerate. The
underlying technology is now so much a factor that even smaller
businesses - before making decisions - will check ‘under the hood’
and query the language the product is developed in, or what
database is used”.
Steven Cohen, managing director of Softline Pastel, says that the
current evolution of accounting technology is twofold. These are
the building in of Business Intelligence (BI), which is the more
intuitive or predictive use of technology, and the mobility of cloud
computing.
He explains that accounting software has evolved beyond a
mere accounting package to a full business management tool.
Cohen notes: “The challenge in the late 90s was that each of the
different business systems was not capable of talking to each
other, whether sales [CRM], inventory or the front desk [POS]. Of
course, the common denominator of all these is accounting, so we
started adding on non-accounting functionality similar to CRM, ERP
[enterprise resource planning], POS and making it multi-user. That’s
when accounting software started infiltrating ordinary business
software”.
As regulations became more complex, other non-accounting
disciplines felt the need to evolve from a simple spreadsheet, and
bolt-on modules were developed for tax, payroll, and company
secretarial functions. All these had, of course, to be integrated with
the core back office functions.
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Even so, accounting packages were still
primarily utilised for after-the-event capturing
of data.
Corrigan adds: “BI has become ubiquitous to
the degree that even the smallest systems
require it. In fact, we offer it as a standard
feature even in our free version of Palladium
Accounting. Clients are demanding more
BI even at SME level, and accounting
software products are moving from being
a means of recording financial information
to adding value to businesses from BI.
These include: data mining, dashboards,
business monitoring and alerts to features
for upselling and giving staff real ways of
enhancing sales”.
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“With improvements to wireless networking
technologies it is now almost a prerequisite
for serious small business accounting
vendors to comply, with no real need for
business to run the traditional network cable
systems,” says Corrigan.
With BI firmly entrenched, the next wave
of change becomes the Internet and mobile
devices, often called cloud computing or
‘software as a service’. Currently its most
high-profile interface is Facebook, and in
fact the consumer market, spurred on by
social media, has taken to cloud computing
far faster than businesses. According to
research done by Cisco Systems, Global IP
Traffic Forecast and Methodology; Mobility
segment, and published in a report by
Deloitte Consulting, the private use of the
Internet overtook business use in 2008 and
has been accelerating ahead ever since. In
that same year, the number of mobile users
using the Internet overtook that of desktop
users.
Hampton explains that up till this point
accountancy software had replicated on
screen what was previously on paper, but
its next phase is mobile, intuitive and interconnected.
Hampton describes the move towards an
inter-connected audit practice. This will
allow for internal audit firm departments,
external clients and other organisations,
such as banks and the South African
Revenue Service (SARS), to collaborate in

a more efficient, informed and controlled
working environment. He states: “We
have introduced a number of new online
inter-connected product suites such as
Confirmation.com. This solution allows for
the electronic transfer and management of
audit confirmations requests with banks in
a secure environment.”
Cloud computing is not a new concept, but
its time has arrived for adaptation to the
business environment. However, Cohen
says this isn’t happening at speed, pointing
out that of Softline’s 200 000 clients, barely
1% is presently using a cloud system.
“But I have no doubt they will come to see
its advantages,” he says.

time to get the functionality right, and the
local firms will have to spend more time
restructuring their screens and menus”.
However, Quickbooks has come up with a
solution. Quickbooks managing director Gary
Epstein says that though Quickbooks has a
cloud solution that will be released before
year-end, he does not expect a massive take
up: “South Africa is not ready for it. This
country remains highly security conscious in
regards to the web, and users will be nervous
to have their data in the ‘air’.” Our broadband
is also not at a sufficient level of reliability,
with the problem of dropped connections.

Silberman believes accountants will have
difficulty adapting to the cloud, not for
technological reasons, but security of
data. He notes: “Before any firm will put a
client’s tax information on the cloud, they
will want to know it is secure.”

At the moment Quickbooks is focusing on its
imminent release of new versions for large
companies and accountants. Quickbooks
already claims a market share of 40% among
small and medium sized businesses, and its
aim over the past year has been to penetrate
accounting firms, which Epstein confirms
as: “Something we have had remarkable
success in, signing up three to four a week”.

There remain some practical issues with
mobile devices before these systems
become broadly adopted. Pierre Malan,
managing member of iAccounting, which
sells a range of software for Mac and iPad,
says there is strong demand for these
products from small businesses that no
longer want to buy desktops, and from
larger businesses going the mobile route.

Quickbooks’ current package offers three
features that have recently come to the
attention of accounting firms: “It has the
most detailed and comprehensive reporting
functionality; it has the most in-depth audit
trail of any accounting package; and if a
firm takes our top package it interfaces
seamlessly with smaller packages used by
its clients,” says Epstein.

“However, it is not a clear case that
one piece of software will cater for all
computing devices,” Malan advises.
“There are definite issues with the layout
of the menu with much of the accounting
software that makes the tablet or iPhone
unusable. Having touchpads, many of the
icons are too small for a finger, especially
the five thumbs so many South Africans
have.”

Quickbooks has established a dedicated
reseller division to capitalise on this
resurgence of interest. Globally, Quickbooks
is by far the biggest selling accounting
software and Epstein claims that in South
Africa it has grown from 5000 users in
2005 to more than 60,000 today. Its South
African operation was part of Softline until a
management buy-out by Epstein in 2005.

He says many of the local software
systems are still some way off being
functional.
Palladium’s Corrigan advises that: “Cloud
computing also has to cater for some other
South Africanisms, such as VAT returns.
Cloud computing will therefore take some
asa I october 2012

The cloud concept means not having standalone software, but rather using and paying
for services as and when needed through
the Internet. Corrigan of Palladium adds:
“There is no doubt that the cloud is playing
an ever increasing part in the business
space, and in particular the ERP accounting
space. Vendors are moving towards a
‘core or processor’ licensing model from a
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concurrent or named-user type model. We
have seen this already with Microsoft SQL
2012, which allows businesses to secure
greater functionality at a reduced cost”.
“In South Africa with telecommunications
ever improving, we believe that there will
be a slow migration of ERP systems to
migrate from an on-premise to a hosted
environment. Systems will move from a
desktop type look and feel to a browserbased interface with the software living on
a cloud server, whether it is hosted in the
clients’ own premises or at an ISP [internet
service provider], with of course the option
to move it as required, depending on the
business characteristics,” says Corrigan.
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What this means is that it could soon be
feasible in South Africa for someone to be
working and making real-time changes to
company documents in collaboration with
other workers, all the while seamlessly
shifting access from one mobile device
to another, whether at the home, while
travelling, or at a work site.
Corrigan explains that from a viewpoint of
mobility, ‘browser-based’ systems make
much more sense, as users can in realtime access customised dashboards and
information from their smartphones or
tablets.
It also aids scalability. A business innovator
can never really know if his business idea
is going to attract 10,000 users or one
million, and has to accommodate both.
Some traditional industries are highly
cyclical, with activities spiking monthly
or yearly. The massive infrastructure of
a cloud accommodates this. What could
be more scalable than a web-based
accounting package? Users can operate it
on a standalone non-networked computer,
or deploy clusters of servers, each with
their own specific duty. No change to the
software is required. What about portable?
You can run these accounting systems on
Windows, Linux, Novell, and Apple - or any
future operating system - because these are
web-based.
The big leaps in accounting software appear
to coincide with platform migrations.

Moving from paper to computer was a
major change. Another was the shift from
mainframe computers to PCs. Then the next
big thing was the move from text-based
user interfaces to graphic user interfaces.
We are entering an era when we will no
longer need to load dedicated software on
our computers, but will interface through
browsers and servers. That will be a major
platform change.
Softline’s Cohen adds: “I believe that we
are seeing the final revolution in accounting
software. Mobility is a new paradigm for
the business world. Say all your computers
were stolen. In the cloud, you’re still up
and running. Now accounting packages can
grow endlessly and will never be obsolete.
Development takes less time. There will
never again be a need to create new
asa I october 2012

software because of a platform change.
Web-based software can be integrated with
any process anywhere in the world”.
Staff need no longer be office bound, but will
continually update the system on the work
they are doing.
Cohen explains: “There will be no more
running to the accountant for various reports
– it is served on demand. This is where our
entire R&D has been focused – developing
software that makes it easy for ordinary
users to access and which is graphic-rich.
We have re-written all our software, learning
from our mistakes of the past, to make our
applications easy to use. Our mantra today is
‘less is more’. In the past we could assume
users were accounting staff with a minimum
level of accounting knowledge. Now we
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layer. The days of accounting software
companies dictating how companies
should run their businesses are a legacy of
the past - and the 80/20 principle here no
longer applies, with this being made more
available even to the small to mid-sized
business”.
The advantages of cloud computing for an
auditing firm are obvious. The audit clerk
can log into the client’s system and review
the books, financial statements, banking
information and tax documents - without
even visiting the client. This will certainly
improve efficiency.
Cohen adds: “Furthermore, the software has
a ‘dashboard’ feature that shows anything
that needs to be attended to on a particular
day for each client. Once again, this means
no more phoning the accountant – the audit
partner can keep in full touch with all his
clients on a summary basis”.
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“Now, when you visit clients it is more about
developing relationships than the necessity
of work”.
Cloud computing enables people to work
from home - a trend that so far has caught
on more in the USA than in South Africa.
In the USA it is not uncommon for an
individual to work in a completely different
state to where his or her company office is
located. Through salesforce.com, a person’s
performance and activities can be tracked
even more efficiently than if he were in the
office.
need to ensure that non-accounting people
can use our software”.
Rapid advances in technology mean a
mindset challenge for many, usually older,
users. Those stuck with the mindset that
their software is an ‘accounting’ package will
fail to extract maximum value.
Corrigan says: “Another grey requirement
even now in the ERP space is the ability for
clients to make changes or modifications
to the software, without this affecting the
underlying structure of the software itself.
The modification resides in an intermediate

Silberman of AccFin confirms that his
company does online demos, showing how
its products work to potential clients in the
comfort of their own offices. AccFin offers
a specialised tax feature, having automated
the entire process for vastly improved
efficiency.
When audit clerks do visit clients, they will
bring with them total networked access to
the client’s financial and tax data on a mobile
device such as a tablet or iPad.
Silberman explains that cloud-based
technology is driving this seamless
integration across devices, noting: “In the
asa I october 2012

past, each device had to have different
software, so they couldn’t connect.
Eventually they will be able to”.
CQS director Ross Hampton predicts
technology will facilitate changes to the audit
profession already being affected by the new
Companies Act, stating that: “Smaller firms
that are poised to lose much of the statutory
audit work among small businesses are
looking to specialise. Technology enables
that by facilitating closer relationships with
clients through interaction. It also reduces
costs.”
As to whether firms will opt for outsourcing
and cloud hosting, Hampton says it’s coming
within the next two to three years, though
he predicts an initial combination of public
and private hosting.
“It is accelerating,” he says.
Caseware, the CQS flagship product,
is aimed at accounting professionals,
corporates and the public sector. Hampton
explains: “We automate the production of
statutory financial statements according
either to IFRS or GRAP, as well as integrating
our accounting package with tax, company
secretarial and time and billing solutions,
with the facility of a dashboard to monitor.”
He predicts the final component of such
a system will be a closed social media
component, in which all parties within
the audit firm and its clients can interact
online. “The result of all this is a vastly
reduced workload and greater emphasis on
intelligence,” adds Hampton.
Silberman explains that cloud computing will
have a massive impact on the larger audit
firms, most of which are still in a mindset
of running their offices as independent
operations. “The cloud means they can
run their operations on a national basis,
with better utilisation of their resources.
Effectively someone in the Durban office can
do the tax of a Johannesburg client. All the
data is available on the network irrespective
of where you’re based,” he says.
That cloud on the horizon heralds a new era
in accounting services. asa

- Ehren Dimitry, President and CEO at AME Corporation.
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corporate cybercrime
ALARM BELLS SHOULD BE RINGING IN THE BOARDROOM
Mark Eardley SuperVision Biometric Systems (Pty) Ltd.
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T

he astonishing losses caused by escalating cybercrime are based
on an almost universal flaw at the core of corporate information
technology (IT) security.
At the start of corporate computing in the early 1960s, access to
systems and activity within them were controlled by a password or
code. Over the past 50 years, driven by breath-taking innovation, the
world of IT has changed dramatically.
And yet corporate IT security remains virtually unchanged. Over
the years, passwords have become more complex and are often
automatically and regularly changed. They have been linked to personal
identity numbers (PINs), and more recently, one-time PINs and ‘smart’
cards.
But the flaw at the core remains: anyone can use your card, your
password or your PIN. Irrespective of their complexity, such credentials
are accepted or rejected based on their validity - not on the identity of
the user. They can never verify the identity of their users, since their
use cannot be restricted to a specific person.
The root of all evil in corporate cybercrime: the IT identity crisis
It may be an inconvenient truth, but the exploitation of cards, PINs and

passwords (CPPs) is by far the most common denominator in modern
cybercrime.
The risks caused by CPPs - and the consequences of their exploitation
- have been repeatedly highlighted. In the past eight years, research
into over 1 700 corporate cybercrimes has featured in Data Breach
Investigation Reports (DBIRs) from Verizon. The last three reports were
based on investigations into real cybercrimes by Verizon and the US
Secret Service, which is the agency tasked with protecting America’s
financial infrastructure and payment systems, as well as guarding the
President.
The 2010 Report noted: “The use of stolen access credentials was the
number one hacking type in the data breaches that were investigated
by Verizon and the Secret Service. It might be hard to believe, but
stolen IT access credentials were the commonest way attackers
gained access to enterprise systems.”
Yet these credentials were rarely stolen using methods such as keylogging, social engineering or phishing. According to Bryan Sartin,
Verizon’s director of investigative response: “Most of what we saw
was simple exploitation of guessable passwords. These were not very
sophisticated hacks at all.”
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“Stolen credentials offer an attacker many advantages, not the
least of which is the ability to disguise himself as a legitimate
user. Authenticated activity is much less likely to trigger IDS
(intrusion detection systems) alerts or be noticed by other detection
mechanisms.”
In its preview of the 2012 DBIR, Verizon stated: “It is abundantly clear
that cybercriminals seek to overcome or undermine access control
mechanisms in the process of locating and removing sensitive data.”
As in previous DBIRs, the exploitation of credentials is cited as by far
the leading ‘threat-action’ in corporate cybercrimes.
Acquiring IT identity credentials is an obvious way for internal and
external cyber villains to masquerade as legitimate, authorised users in
order to perpetrate their crimes. Governing IT access and activity with
nothing more than CPPs is bound to create major risks: anyone can
use yours and you can use theirs.
Corporate secrets vs customer data: the evolving nature of cybercrime
Over the past three or so years, there appears to have been a shift in
the type of information targeted by cybercriminals. Mass customer
data, such as that held by a bank or insurance company and known as
custodial data, is no longer the primary focus.
The value of custodial data has apparently fallen as more and more
personal records are exposed. As with any commodity, once the
market is saturated, prices drop. Dave Ostertag, global investigations
manager at Verizon Business, says: “I think what we’re seeing is that
there’s a big change in the type of data that criminals are going after.
There’s a glut of personal data out there now, and there really isn’t a
great market for it.”
“The value of intellectual property, on the other hand, is much higher criminals are finding that they can make as much money from stealing
a smaller number of highly sensitive records as they can from stealing
a big database of customer information.”
The growing threat to corporate secrets was also highlighted by a
March 2011 report from McAfee, which stated that: “While it remains
a profitable enterprise to buy and sell stolen credit cards, lately,
intellectual capital has become the new source of large and easy payouts.”
The term ‘Advanced Persistent Threat’, or APT, defines cyber-thefts that
are sophisticated, determined and well-organised. The other defining
characteristic of an APT is the information it targets - corporate
secrets.
In 2010, Ernst & Young and Deloitte published commentaries on the
increasing cyber-threat to corporate secrets and emphasised the
vulnerabilities created by traditional credentials.
Deloitte stated: “In many cases cyber-criminals have obtained
credentials and accessed systems as if they were actual employees
and customers. When cyber-criminals employ such users as unwitting
accomplices… they can operate as if they were users. They can

acquire the same, or even greater, ability to navigate pathways, copy
data, execute transactions and monitor keystrokes.”
Ernst and Young’s comments supported this opinion: “A common
characteristic of APT malware is that it seeks to steal the credentials
of valid users so that it can execute as a legitimate user and better
evade detection.”
If secrets are threatened, so too is competitive advantage
Ocean Tomo, a US merchant bank, estimated that in 2009 the
physical and financial assets reflected on a company’s balance sheet
comprised 19% of the true value of the average firm. The implied
intangible asset value of the S&P 500 reached 81% - an all-time high
since the firm began charting such values in 1975.
Aside from custodial data – of which many organisations have very
little anyway - the overall ‘knowledge base’ of intellectual assets has
many components, including: production processes; R&D findings;
source code; formulae; merger and acquisition (M&A) activity;
partnerships and alliances; geological surveys; product roll-outs;
marketing and sales initiatives; financing arrangements; contract bids
and deal negotiations; pricing structures; legal activities; and financial
forecasts and results.
Although the theft of custodial data, such as the cybertheft of some
100 million customer records from Sony in 2011, receives high-profile
media attention, there’s plenty of evidence to illustrate the realities of
the cyberthreat to intellectual assets.
During 2009 and 2010, the secrets of hundreds of organisations were
the focus for two sets of serial cyber-attacks now known as Operation
Aurora and Night Dragon. High profile corporate targets of Aurora
included Google, Northrop Grumman, Morgan Stanley, Dow Chemical,
Yahoo and Adobe.
McAfee’s report says the Night Dragon series of cyber-attacks were
focused on stealing secrets from oil and gas companies around
the world and that over several months, highly sensitive internal
information, including project financing and bidding documents, were
stolen.
The consequences of the Night Dragon APT attacks were illustrated
in November 2011 when Norway’s National Security Agency disclosed
that local oil, gas and defense firms had suffered cyberthefts of
secrets. Ten Norwegian companies were said to have been targeted by
customised emails containing malware that allowed the cybertheft of
user names, passwords, industrial drawings, contracts and documents.
These comments from a state intelligence service were mirrored
the previous year in a speech by Iain Lobban, Director of the UK’s
Government Communications Head Quarters (GCHQ), which is the
communications arm of the UK’s intelligence agencies.
In the first public speech to have ever been made by a serving GCHQ
Director, Lobban said: “We have seen theft of intellectual property
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on a massive scale, some of it not just sensitive to the commercial
enterprises in question but of national security concern.”

according to a survey of some 2 400 of its members with responsibility
for corporate security, audit and assurance, and IT.

He added that: “Accurate estimates for the overall costs to the
economy are quite difficult to pin down but a figure well into the
billions seems credible.”

In terms of achieving regulatory compliance, the survey ranks the
primary IT challenge as being segregation of duties and privileged
access monitoring. That’s hardly surprising, since accurately managing
and recording ‘who can do what’ within corporate systems is
something that IT really battles with.

Modern corporate cybercrime: extremely loud and incredibly close
The losses caused by cybercrime are certainly alarming. For example,
Sony stated in June 2011 that it had allocated US$171 million to
remediate the mega-theft of its customer information. Around the
same time, RSA, the security solutions division of IT-giant EMC,
announced it had allocated US$63 million to deal with an APT that
resulted in the cybertheft of secrets relating to its SecurID product.
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A February 2011 report by the UK government estimated that
the cybertheft of corporate secrets cost UK organisations £16.8
billion (R212 billion), accounting for almost 60% of all the country’s
cybercrime losses in 2010.
Commissioned by the UK Cabinet Office, the report suggests that
losses from the cybertheft of secrets was over four times higher than
the £4 billion lost to high-profile cybercrimes involving identity theft,
online fraud and theft of customer data.
Closer to home in South Africa, the Postbank reported the cybertheft
of R42 million in early 2012. A few weeks later, it transpired that an
FNB employee had stolen her colleagues’ passwords to effect the
illegal transfer of R27.3 million. These two cybercrimes are just recent
examples of local EFT fraud based on the exploitation of IT credentials.
It is probably true that only a small proportion of this particular type
of cybercrime makes it into the media, and still rare that incidents
involving the theft of secrets are publicised.
But the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. In The Black
Swan, author Nassim Taleb looks at why empirical information and
past experience can blind us to unexpected events, which he terms
‘Black Swans’. The Guardian newspaper described Taleb’s book as:
“A fascinating study of how we are regularly taken for suckers by the
unexpected.”
Taleb illustrates his thinking on Black Swans with another bird analogy
– turkeys. All is well in a turkey’s life up until just before Thanksgiving
or Christmas. Growing feelings of well-being, which have been
nurtured for perhaps three years of rearing since a chick, are suddenly
terminated in an unexpected event.
There’s a parallel between Taleb’s turkeys and CPPs. Things we’ve
grown accustomed to and take comfortably for granted suddenly turn
into our downfall when the farmer swaps his bucket of feed for a shinysharp chopper.
With that in mind, it is concerning that a 2011 report from the
Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) ranked
regulatory compliance as the primary concern for corporate IT, This was

Corporate cybercrime can inflict long-term damage on an organisation’s
stability and future success – two key areas of responsibility for any
board of directors. But a key finding from the ISACA survey notes
that senior managers and executives lack commitment to reinforce
IT security. It seems that the issue of IT security is not only underresourced; it is persistently swept under the carpet.
The demand for sound IT governance demands stronger access
controls
In South Africa, the most influential guidance concerning corporate
governance, risk and compliance is ‘The King Code of Governance’, the
latest version of which is often referred to as King III. As of June 2010,
companies listed on the JSE must comply with King III.
King III requires board members to take overall responsibility for IT
governance. Directors must ensure that prudent and reasonable steps
have been taken to protect intellectual property, company and client
information.
Surely the question here is this: can CPPs be regarded as prudent and
reasonable steps to safeguard these assets?
People are often surprised that South Africa is truly a world leader in its
application of fingerprint technology within physical security systems.
Thousands of local companies have replaced access cards and PINs
with fingerprint scanners.
Use of the technology is now so widespread that over 70 000 Morpho
fingerprint readers control physical access for some 2.5 million local
people, in environments ranging from mines to residential estates.
SA has an exceptional wealth of knowledge about fingerprint
technology and how it can be applied to deliver demonstrable business
benefits. Mark Stoop, Business Unit Manager, Business Connexion
Innovation Group, says: “We have been implementing fingerprintbased workplace security solutions for over six years. The business
case for switching to biometrics is proven beyond doubt. From practical
experience, our clients know that the technology pays for itself by
reducing the recurring losses caused by unauthorised physical access
and activity.”
Given the advanced state of local biometric applications in physical
security, should we not be migrating the established benefits of
biometrics into our corporate IT systems?
Sources:
For a full list of sources please visit www.accountancysa.org.za. asa
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technology is reshaping business
ELEVATE IT FOR DIGITAL BUSINESS
Kamal Ramsingh, Technology Leader at Deloitte.

I

n this annual Technology Trends Report we look at the major technology
influencers on your business - specifically within a South African context - and
how they are going to affect you in the following 18 to 24 months.
This is a local view of the international trends and how these impact directly on
your business. This year’s theme, Elevate IT for Digital Business, looks at how
five major technology forces that have informed Deloitte Technology reports over
the past several years – analytics, mobility, social, cloud and cyber security – can
broadly impact your business.
The report focuses on 10 trends that are grouped into two categories. Disruptors
are technologies that can create sustainable positive disruption in IT capabilities,
business operations and sometimes even business models. Enablers are
technologies in which many CIOs have already invested time and effort, but which
warrant another look this year because of new developments. Enablers may be
more evolutionary than revolutionary, but in all instances the potential is there to
elevate business through technology.
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Disruptors

Opportunities that can create sustainable positive disruption in IT
capabilities, business operations and sometimes even business models.
Social Business
‘Social’ is not a teenage fad, nor a personal consumer phenomenon, and not just a
business-to-consumer (B2C) tool for business. Correctly combined and deployed,
social media + social software + social networks equal a new set of tools for reengineering business. These new tools enable a new set of potentially disruptive
rules for operating, competing and winning in a market.
Gamification
This is the intersection of three existing capabilities – business simulation and wargaming, business process automation, and the mechanics of large-scale online
gaming. Building optimisation models into the day-to-day business processes can
be dry, stilted, and ineffective. By adding the mechanics of online gaming – such
as leader boards, achievements, virtual goods collection, and skill development –
gamification can create significant positive disruption in transparency, compliance
and performance in the workplace.
Enterprise mobility unleashed
Large enterprises have moved rapidly to adopt the revolutionary potential of
mobile apps to enable and transform the conduct of business. As CIOs gain
experience in design and engineering for good mobile apps, there tends to be an
explosive growth in the number of apps in and around the enterprise. To unleash
the full potential of mobility at enterprise scale, this trend recommends channelling
that growth through a sensible mobility strategy and towards advance planning
of enterprise enablement, including Mobile App Management, Mobile Device
Management and Enterprise App Stores.
User empowerment
User Experience involves intuitive human-computer interfaces. User Engagement
adds to that a design focus from the ‘use case down’ versus the traditional ‘data
integrity up’. The 2012 trend asserts that IT is now sitting at the crossroad of
consumerisation of platform and democratisation of information access. What
happens when enterprise users start acting like consumers? User Empowerment
takes ‘point, click, type’ to ‘touch, swipe, talk’ – and beyond.
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Hyper-hybrid cloud
Evidence is now clear that the hybrid cloud model will be a dominant
approach for large enterprise. As the services catalogue grows
within the enterprise, there is a need for integration, monitoring and
management capabilities –multi-cloud, multi-provider. In addition,
there is an emerging need for subscribers and their ecosystems
of providers to be able to share services for integration, workflow,
business rules and business policy – cloud-to-cloud, in the cloud!
Together, these constitute the hyper-hybrid cloud.

Enablers

Technologies in which many CIOs have already invested time
and effort, but which warrant another look because of new
developments or opportunities.
Big data goes to work
Just as businesses have started to appreciate the potential of
information as a strategic asset, they are overwhelmed with
big data – big volumes, big velocity, big variety, and big value.
Many organisations have long-standing information management
programmes, but not many are prepared for this embarrassment of
riches. Big data goes to work when organisations tap the data veins
– structured and unstructured data, from inside and outside the
enterprise – to unearth new signals and hidden insights.
Geospatial Visualisation
Within the world of analytics, the impact of geospatial visualisation
is growing as the quantity of geographical, location-aware
information explodes. Feeding this data explosion is new data from
the internet of things, new streams of location-aware unstructured
data from services such as Twitter, Foursquare, and Flickr, and
geo-tagging of existing enterprise structured data. Creating visual,
interactive, location-based models of complex data can jump-start
analytics value.
Digital Identities
The digital expression of identity is growing more important every
day as individual persons continue to blend in the digital world.
Enterprise workflow has expanded beyond the classic firewall trust
zone. Digital identity has sprawled across trading networks, and the
distinction of employee, trading partner, customer and stakeholder
has blurred accordingly. Traditional single sign-on (SSO) and identity,
credential and access management (ICAM) - and even federated
identity systems - struggle in the face of these forces. Cloud,
mobile, and social systems give businesses more motivation to link
persons and attributes to unique, persistent, portable, and layered
digital identities for seamless and secure commerce.
Measured Innovation
Innovation can create market value, extend product and service
lifecycles, win over competitors, but has been a hard tool to harness.
Key research proves it is possible to create a repeatable, measurable
cadence of innovation value. IT is an especially high-potential source
of innovation in business. Analytics, mobility, social business, cloud
and cyber are five emerging forces in play today. The convergence of

these forces creates new tools for executing business and enabling
new rules for performance and competition. Enter the age of the
CIO – with the responsibility to lead technology-driven innovation
into the enterprise. Measured innovation can move the CIO role
from steward to strategist – and potentially to revolutionary.
Outside-in Architecture
To find the sweet spot between ‘need to share’ and ‘need to own’,
businesses must reach outside their four walls for resources,
information and services to innovate and compete. Outside-in
architecture requires addressing operations and processes as a
collection of business capabilities or services in an encapsulated
manner. Bringing the vision to fruition requires a sophisticated
platform of services to identify, catalogue, provision, orchestrate,
meter, bill and mediate events. Control points must include fine- to
coarse-grain services, with capabilities identified dynamically and
allocated across service sources and types.
Relevance to your business
This year’s trends are manifestations and applications of digital
forces – analytics, mobility, social business, cloud and cyber security
– already in play. As we observe accelerating patterns of adoption,
we envision a time in which these forces are mature, implemented
and integrated. Baked-in versus bolted-on. Creating a new normal. It
is then that we will be entering the post-digital era.
In the post-industrial era, business didn’t set industrialisation aside
– it just became the new normal. The post-digital era is following
a similar pattern, but it’s about leveraging digitalisation versus
industrialisation. The Post-digital Enterprise will be a business that
thrives in that emerging future where operating models, business
models and even markets and industries are transformed.
Today, each of these trends can be valuable individually. The
combination of two, three, or even more can help accelerate
progress towards this new set of business capabilities – enabling
a new set of business rules for operations, performance and
competition.
Each of these technology trends is going to affect your business in
the near future (6 to 18 months). Our view is that CIOs and business
leaders need have a strategy in place for each of these trends. That
strategy might be to get involved or to not get involved, but a way
forward needs to be planned. Some of these trends in the South
African business-to-business (B2B) market will be less relevant than
others. For example, Deloitte feels that while there is a lot of scope
for the application of gamification principles in a consumer market,
those applications and a need for immediate action are far less
prominent in a B2B market.
Trends such as Enterprise Mobility, Big Data or Hyper-Hybrid
Clouds, for example, are far more relevant and pressing on
the agendas of large organisations. Evaluation, planning and
engagement strategies for these trends are critical for businesses
to be engaging right now. asa
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technologies
FOR GENERATION Y
Ross Hampton, Director of CaseWare at CQS Technology Holdings.

Already, many software developers are
developing cloud-based offerings that
act as a springboard for all the services
and information the digital professional
needs to interact with the practice and its
clients from anywhere in the world.

Clients not only
want instant data
- they expect
it to provide
an expressive
description of
their business
condition at a
glance.
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A

s Generation Y (Gen Y), or Millennial,
auditors settle into their careers, armed
with digital devices, steeped in social
media, and conditioned for group-think these collaborative candidates bring with
them online skills they deem as natural
as face to face communication. To work
effectively, millennial accountants expect
to have access to the type of technologies
they grew up with in the last decade.
More importantly, Gen Y customers think
the same way and will assume that their
auditing/accounting firm will meet them
at a digital level. That means instant
communication, collaboration through
social platforms, and shared information
that cuts out the fluff and quickly gets to
the point where effective decisions can be
made.
Generation X leaders need to put
aside their doubts and embrace these

technologies, not just to benefit from the
proven efficiencies they create, but also to
meet the needs of a new breed of business
professional.
The Cloud is the business
The business is not a building. Rather it’s
the set of activities that take place within
its structures. Cloud computing is mainly
sold on its ability to cut computing costs.
However, a substantial benefit lies in
liberating data and applications from the
confines of the office and making them
accessible from any location, especially a
client’s premises.
For years, experts praised the merits of
data centralisation. But the cloud offers
a centralisation scheme that delivers
more than internal efficiencies. It brings
efficiencies to the entire business
experience for employees, customers and
stakeholders alike.
asa I october 2012

Mobile devices are the remote office
When connected to the Internet, mobile
devices like laptops, smart phones, and tablet
PC’s are great for working with personal
data. As part of a cloud-based engagement
system, they become a business workspace
that auditors can use to access applications,
leverage critical data, and collaborate with
colleagues and clients, however remote, in
highly interactive engagements.
Social is the new corporate culture
In a whitepaper titled ‘The Social Business:
Advent of a new age’, IBM identifies two
major trends that will push companies to
embrace social media: that millennials are
entering the work force; and that more teams
are geographically dispersed.
Businesses can leverage social media based
systems to achieve improved efficiencies
but also to distribute intelligence where it’s
needed the most.

As teams collaborate on projects in open
forums, expert knowledge can be more
easily shared. Real-time information
sharing allows workers to cut through
the red tape produced by management
heirarchies and get straight to the heart of
a problem through instant collaboration.
Here, customers’ expertise is included –
they contribute to information gathering
processes – and they can provide relevant
information on record in real time.
Social media strengthens existing bonds.
In the same way that Facebook creates
more social opportunities, so social
networks in business can create more
commercial opportunities. Auditors and

clients are always in touch with those who
can help them or require their assistance.
Dashboards drive decisions
Dashboards have taken reporting to a
new level. But they’re more than just
effective data visualisation tools. They
force clients to devise and implement a
standard for metrics that companies have
been missing for years.
Clients not only want instant data;
they also expect it to be simplified to
provide an expressive description of
their business condition at a glance. It
should also have the capability to drill
down so they can pinpoint problems and
opportunities with ease.

Recent developments in dashboard
software design take advantage of social
media technology to allow remotely located
parties to discuss the meaning of data and
collaborate on effective business strategies
in real time.
Putting it all together
The technologies mentioned above are all
effective in their own right. When unified,
they create an innovative, agile and resilient
ecosystem for information sharing.
The question is not whether auditing firms
will adopt social and cloud technologies for
these new clients and workers. It’s how
soon they’ll realise the cost of not doing so
right now. asa
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new cellphone reviews
FOR TOP EXECUTIVES
Review by the Accountancy SA editorial team.

BlackBerry Bold 9900
Design & Quality:
The new Blackberry Bold 9900 means business. With the refined
feel of the best built Blackberry yet, the Bold 9900 is slightly wider,
but thinner than its predecessor. Blackberries have always been
distinguished by their full QWERTY keyboards and this Bold’s
keyboard sets a new benchmark for quality and ease of use. All in
all, in the hand, this is a smartphone of genuine quality.
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The Blackberry Bold 9900 runs on the new BlackBerry® 7 OS,
which allows for faster browsing and supports NFC (Near Field
Communication), which enables an application to interact with smart
tags, smart accessories, and other NFC-enabled devices.
Processor & Apps:
Featuring a snappy 1.2GHz QC8655 processor and 768MB RAM, the
Bold 9900 zips along, unlike sluggish earlier models. Matched with a
new ‘liquid graphics’ display, its screen display appears as sharp and
clear as Apple’s industry leading Retina screen technology. In speed
and clarity, the Bold 9900 is a big step forward for the Blackberry
brand.
As per usual, the Bold is preloaded with really useful apps and
has access to Blackberry Appworld. Though not offering the sheer
numbers of Apple and Android apps, the choices are wide enough
to fulfill just about any function you could think of, while some
amazing apps are absolutely free.
Multimedia & Camera:
The Bold 9900’s multimedia experience is much-improved, though
not yet to iPhone or top Android smartphone standards. The liquid
graphics screen is crisp and clear and the Blackberry plays most
music formats. Sadly, its fixed-focus 5MP camera is a letdown,
although a LED flash is now included. Frankly, as the new Bold
is such an excellent new release, why compromise it with such
outdated camera technology?
As Blackberry remains unsurpassed in online security and quick
messaging, it will still be routinely seen in the hands of welldressed senior executives. But in this day and age, the need to chat,
communicate, do business, socialise and share daily experiences is
increasingly crucial. The new Blackberry Bold 9900 is definitely up to
the challenge.

Sony Xperia S
Design & Quality:
Quality and sophistication - the thoughts that immediately spring
to mind as I a get my first look at the Sony Xperia S Smart
phone. Slim and neat with design elements right up there with
leading smartphone standards, the Xperia also looks durable and
solid.
Switching on the hand set and navigating through its setup is
logical and user friendly. Keep in mind that the Experia S takes a
microSIM and not the standard size. You can save yourself some
bother by getting the microSIM when acquiring the phone, as
shop assistants often aren’t aware of that fact.
Processor & Apps:
The Sony Xperia S is powered by a 1.5 GHz Qualcomm
MSM8260 Dual Core processor. Although relatively outdated,
the processor quickly loads up apps and phone features. It is
rather disappointing that the Sony is preloaded with the aging
Android™ 2.3 (Gingerbread) operating system, but apparently an
upgrade to Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich) will be available
soon.
You can load up apps, music and videos to your heart’s content,
as the Experia has access to the vast Google Play store as well
as Sony’s own copious entertainment network, which includes
an array of Playstation (PS3) games and options.
Multimedia & Camera:
The 12MP camera is a class-leader, recording 1080p video and
offering a variety of still shot options, with or without flash. Its
BRAVIA powered media interface is simply gorgeous, while
sharing high quality images and videos on social networking
platforms is straightforward.
Fast texting and working on Office documents is a walk in the
park. The Experia S is as much a business tool as a social media
pleasure to have on hand.
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Nokia Lumia 900
Design & Quality:
The Nokia Lumia 900 is a smooth unibody device featuring
Windows Phone 7.5 operating system and 1.4 GHz single core
processor. Other key features include a large 4.3” ClearBlack
AMOLED display and an 8 megapixel camera with Carl Zeiss lens
and dual-LED flash. It is a well-constructed device wrapped in a
neat shell.
Processor & Apps:
The Lumia 900 comes with great applications built in and there
is a wide range of apps you can download. Nokia Drive, with free
downloadable maps, Nokia Music gives users thousands of songs
you can stream for free.
You can download and read eBooks on your phone too with Nokia
Reader. Xbox Live is another unique feature as you can download
great games and access your Xbox Live profile on the move.
Users can develop apps for this device with XNA and Silverlight
frameworks and build web experiences using Internet Explorer 9.
Although most apps require internet access to function, which
may prove to be expensive, the Lumia’s WiFi option can take
advantage of the WiFi ‘hotspots’ that are so much more prevalent
these days.
The Lumia 900 runs on Windows 7.5, which is a minimalist but
efficient and intuitive operating system. A major disappointment is
that this excellent phone will only upgrade to Windows 7.8 and not
the forthcoming Windows 8 system, which may persuade many
dedicated Nokia users to rather wait for the next generation of
Nokia handsets.
Multimedia & Camera:
The 8MP camera features Carl Zeiss optics, autofocus, a dual-LED
flash and the ability to shoot 720p video. Though acceptable, if
not groundbreaking, by contrast its front-facing 1MP camera is
barely acceptable for videoconferencing and way short of class
benchmarks.
The Lumia’s display is reasonably crisp, but offers a resolution of
just 480x800pixels and a pixel density of around 217 pixels/inch,
which simply doesn’t match up to top-end competitors.

Samsung Galaxy SIII
Design & Quality:
In my opinion the SIII boasts the classiest design of all the top-end
smartphones. It’s is super slick, polished and thinner, yet wider than
the iPhone. Although a broad unit, it slips easily into a pocket where
it is barely visible, while being slim enough to snuggle easily in a
compact lady’s handbag. Rounded corners support a comfortable
and light sit in the hand. The SIII’s finish is smooth and cool with a
polished metal frame that is of reassuring quality - so many phones
these days having tacky plastic covers. In terms of quality the Gorilla
Glass 2 screen is virtually scratch-proof, while its back cover can be
replaced with a variety of covers to suit your style and needs.
Processor and Apps:
The SIII’s powerful quad core processor can race through any
app or function you could dream up. I did not experience a single
’processor freeze, as happens so frequently on my Blackberry.
Not once did I have to go through the classic Blackberry routine of
removing the battery and rebooting. In terms of apps, Google Play
offers hundreds of thousands of apps of every kind, though the
most popular seem to be those that help conserve battery power
and monitor your data consumption. I can personally recommend
‘3G watchdog’ and ‘GO task manager’. Samsung also offers its own
‘Samsung Apps’ store, which is well worth looking through.
Multimedia and Camera:
As with its SII predecessor, a favourite featureof the SIII has to be
its camera, which is an upgraded 8MP HD version. The photos it
delivers are simply stunning. As I discovered for myself at a recent
concert, it also shoots high quality HD video footage in any lighting
conditions. A well publicised feature and really neat feature of the
camera is the 8 photo burst shot, which allows you to choose the
best pictures from 8 photos shot at high speed.. This is particularly
useful with those friends who always manage to close their eyes
for photos, as each time I have used this function I could always
recover at least one perfect picture. The SIII’s Super AMOLED
screen with a 720 x 1280 pixel resolution offers superior colour,
clarity and contrast. asa
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innovate or die
BECOME SUPER VALUABLE, NOT REDUNDANT
Steven Cohen CA(SA), Managing Director of Softline Pastel.
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T

he number of businesses using cloud computing is growing
rapidly, with nearly 50% of South African corporations currently
embracing this technology, according to a 2012 World Wide Worx
statistic. SMEs have been slower to follow but predictions are that
their adoption of cloud applications will double by the end of this year.
I am a firm believer in the power of the cloud and of how web-based
business applications, such as online accounting, can transform
not only the way in which an organisation manages their data and
administration, but more importantly, the way they share data. And
I find that once the ‘penny drops’, the business really begins to take
advantage of what cloud computing has to offer.
So what does this mean for accountants? Online accounting results
in a completely new way of doing things and professionals in the

industry are going to have to change the way they work to remain
relevant!
Innovate or die
Many traditional accounting programmes are at least 15 years
old and were considered good enough if they merely balanced
the books and made it easy to file VAT returns. But cloud-based
systems have given developers the opportunity to re-write their
software to include new accounting programmes that provide so
much more.
In addition, the benefits of being hosted online – with mobility, tax
and legislation updates that automatically feed into the system,
data that is routinely backed up, and real-time report generation mean that traditional accountant services will evolve. Driving to
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a client to collect boxes of slips, or downloading systems files in
order to balance the books is becoming a thing of the past.
Now, with the cloud it’s easy for the user to access accounts and
manage their books, with user friendly dashboards making it simple
to understand the current financial status of the business. Essentially,
clients are becoming self-sufficient in managing their finances through
their accounting software.
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So, traditional roles have to change, but rather than spelling the
end of the profession, it’s an opportunity to reinvent the role of
the accountant as the trusted advisor and business partner with
the financial expertise to guide business owners and managers. At
the end of the day, data entry is not a value-add for business, its
value is only realised when an advisor can extract valuable financial
information from it. The cloud facilitates this new role because it
frees up accountants from the drudgery of manually transferring
files back and forth or hauling briefcases bursting with papers
around town. In addition, online accounting applications are intuitive
enough for bookkeepers to simply enter the data into programmes
that feed into the entire system, immediately updating key financial
indicators. Accountants then have the time to create reports that
allow them to review changes and immediately spot trends.
Online accounts enable remote access so that accountants and
their clients can simultaneously log on from their own premises
to make changes or review updates. This enables both parties to
have an interactive relationship and gives accountants the scope
to become more immediately involved in their clients’ businesses.
Essentially they are more empowered to do what accountants
traditionally do: looking at the books from a higher level of financial
knowledge to provide sound business advice, which is really where
their expertise is most optimally deployed.
Creating added value
All companies face constant pressure to increase profitability,
improve cash flow, reduce costs, and mitigate risk in order to
improve performance. Being able to access sound financial advice
to make good decisions and solve issues as they happen is crucial
to success at every level of an organisation, every day.
Consider this example: A business owner is in a meeting to
decide upon the purchase of a new warehouse, but isn’t sure
whether or not this makes financial sense. So this client makes
a quick call to a trusted advisor, who immediately logs on to
the system from the office, home, airport, or wherever internet
access is available. The advisor performs a reckoning and suggests
right there and then how the purchase will affect cash flow,
profitability, and overall performance.
Apart from providing advice on demand, the role of trusted
advisor varies depending on the organisation. A business that has
to regularly manage stock levels would require more frequent
financial analyses, while a service business may only need
financial information on a monthly or quarterly basis. Online

accounting gives accountants the flexibility to manage various
commitments across different clients, by having all their details
on one system and taking a bird’s eye view of their finances.
Changing the model to develop relationships
Most accountants bill by the hour at set prices, but there’s a
new mindset evolving in conjunction with this new advisory
role, to create a value-price model. This means that clients feel
they have unlimited access to their accountant and don’t feel
reluctant to pick up the phone to ask for advice. At the end of
the day, as trusted advisors, accountants should be as accessible
as possible. This also encourages the sharing of intellectual
capital whereby business owners and managers are encouraged
to impart information that, in turn, becomes valuable to the
accountant in making future financial decisions for the company.
With the ability for accountants and their clients to log on to
the system and work together in real-time there is no reason
for reports to be printed and delivered, or even e-mailed. The
whole process of financial management and reporting has
become more streamlined and efficient, getting rid of traditional
work models that involved laborious meetings, the risk of losing
data, and producing inaccurate information. Being able to work
together simultaneously makes it much easier for the accountant
to help the client get the best grasp of the business’s financials.
Important to consider
A business owner looks for someone that they can get along
with. It is important for an accountant to develop a good working
relationship with a client, especially as their role develops into
that of trusted partner. Remember, accountants should always
have their clients' best interests at heart and be interested in the
ongoing success of the business. So, if there isn’t a comfortable
relationship that includes regular conversations about the objectives
and ambitions of the company, then there’s a serious problem.
It is essential that both client and their accountant have the
same views about working online. If a business owner is looking
to fully embrace cloud technology, then they will look for an
accountant who feels the same way. Similarly, if an accountant
is not familiar with online methods, it won’t be a good match to
represent a client who operates solely in the cloud. Both parties
must agree on the strategy from the outset and there must be
comfort with the system and trust that it will deliver on both
parties’ objectives.
The competitive business environment means that valuable
insight allowing for quick decision making is what drives
business success. The role of advisor can provide crucial
business intelligence for clients to make better business
decisions, stay ahead of market trends and improve
performance. Cloud technology empowers accountants to take
on the role of business and financial advisors, which will firmly
entrench them in their clients’ businesses rather than making
them obsolete. asa
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Mark Silberman

TOTALLY INTEGRATED
SOLUTION
Accfin is the only company
that offers a totally integrated
software solution for your
tax department.
Our tax
management, tax preparation
and eFiling interface are in
fact one software program.
This means that through our
product Tax Advisor you can
prepare the tax return with
all the supporting schedules.
Start off by downloading the
tax return and the IRP5 data
for your whole client base.
Enter the rest of the data and
then go through a review and
a signing process by moving
the tax return around the
office electronically.
When
signed off by simply clicking
a button you can submit
the return electronically to
SARS in seconds. This saves
you having to go onto the
SARS eFiling web site and
recapturing the data.
Our system does not stop
there because when SARS
processes the assessment
our management system, Tax
Manager will receive the tax
assessment from SARS in
an electronic format and will
produce a daily assessment

ACCFIN’S TAX SYSTEMS
WILL SAVE YOU
50% OF YOUR TAX
COMPLIANCE LABOUR
difference
report.
The
Question is how many tax
assessments have you missed
and how many times does
your client get the dreaded
call from SARS about money
owing and your firm does not
even know about it? What’s
more is that you will receive
the assessment notice and
balance of account notice
in PDF format which will be
downloaded to a folder on
your system with a link for
easy accessibility - one click
to open, and you still have not
gone on to the SARS eFiling
website!
TIME SAVED
Let us just take the actual
preparation of a tax return.
The question is if you are not
using our system how many
times do you have to load the
return on the SARS eFiling
website before you finalize
and sign off? How many times
do you have to load data into
some software system in order
to do the preparation and
calculation?
We can guarantee a saving of
40 minutes per taxpayer per
year. Now if you work out on

average a charge out rate of
say R300 per hour including
costs the saving on 1000
taxpayers will be R200,000 on
your work-in-progress ledger.
Surely this makes you think!
Note that we handle IT14’s,
IT12’s and Trusts. We even
import the trial balance
from popular working paper
systems which will allow you to
produce an IT14 in 5 minutes
flat.
If you have read this far I am
sure by now you are getting the
message and I think that you
should be looking to at least
have a look at our product to
see how much money it can
save you!
For more information please
visit our website at www.
accfin.co.za
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the challenges of the new GRAP
2012 AND BEYOND
George Ducharme CA(SA) is the Managing Director of Ducharme Consulting and Ian Engelmohr CA(SA)
is a Senior Consultant at Ducharme Consulting.
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CPD VERIFIABLE ARTICLE

T

he Accounting Standards Board (ASB)
recently issued a communication:
‘Are you ready to implement the new
standards of GRAP?’, which challenges
preparers of generally regulated accounting
practice (GRAP) annual financial statements
to consider the impact of several new
standards and accounting issues for the 2012
reporting period and beyond.
Certain South African public sector entities,
however, have for some years been
struggling with specific GRAP standards
and ASB directives. This article discusses
incoming GRAP implementation challenges
and offers ideas on how these may be
resolved.
The following text is primarily sourced from
documents and communications issued by
the ASB, with explanatory comments by the
writers of this article.
Challenges relating to the new standards
of GRAP
The 2011/12 year
1. Revised GRAP standards applicable for
the 2012 year end and Interpretations of
the standards of GRAP (iGRAPs). The ASB
approved the amendments to the GRAP
standards in February 2010 (effective for
periods starting after 1 April/1 July 2011)
as part of its first improvements project.
Furthermore, the ASB has issued 14 new
iGRAPs, of which 12 are applicable together
with iGRAP 1, for the 2011/2012 year.
Preparers of annual financial statements
will need to study these revised GRAP and
iGRAP standards to ensure that compliance
is achieved - where applicable to their
entities -for the 2012 year-end onwards.
2. Measurement exemptions in Directive
4 for low capacity municipalities have
ended. Low capacity municipalities that
made use of the measurement exemptions
in 2011 can no longer apply these
exemptions for the year ending 30 June
2012. In accordance with the requirements
contained in Directive 4, these low capacity
municipalities should retrospectively
measure these assets to which the
exemptions applied in the past.

The writers are of the opinion that a large
majority of the low capacity municipalities
that previously utilised the exemptions, may
measure their assets as at 30 June 2012 and
that retrospective measurement need not
be performed. This is due to a combination
of a lack of capacity and financial resources
to perform the exercise, as well as a lack
of detailed accounting records. Because of
the aforementioned factors, we anticipate
that many low capacity municipalities may
receive negative audit opinions for the year
ending 30 June 2012.
The 2012/13 year
3. For reporting periods commencing on
or after 1 April 2012, there are six newly
effective standards of GRAP. This means
that the following GRAP standards should
be applied for the financial years ending 31
March 2013 (public entities and constitutional
institutions) and 30 June 2013 (municipalities
and municipal entities).
•
GRAP 21 Impairment of Non-cashgenerating Assets
•
GRAP 23 Revenue from Non-exchange
Transactions (Taxes and Transfers)
•
GRAP 24 Presentation of Budget
Information in the Financial Statements
•
GRAP 26 Impairment of Cashgenerating Assets
•
GRAP 103 Heritage Assets
•
GRAP 104 Financial Instruments.
GRAP 21 and 26 should be applied
prospectively. Previously, entities would
have applied IAS 36 Impairment of Assets
and IPSAS 21 Impairment of Non-cashgenerating assets in assessing their assets
for impairment or, they would have used
GRAP 21 or 26 in formulating an accounting
policy. As GRAP 21 and GRAP 26 are similar
to IAS 36 and IPSAS 21, limited first time
adoption issues are likely to arise.
GRAP 23 should be applied retrospectively
in accordance with GRAP 3 Accounting
Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates
and Errors. One of the key issues,
particularly for municipalities, is the
difference between GRAP 23 and GAMAP 9
Revenue regarding the treatment of grants
and other transfers. Under GAMAP 9,
entities may have deferred the recognition of
revenue from grants and other transfers until
asa I october 2012

the related expenditure was incurred. GRAP
23 only allows the deferral of revenue when
a valid obligation exists. A valid obligation
only exists where a grant or transfer is
subject to conditions, i.e. the resources
(which may be cash or other assets) must
be used in a certain way or returned to the
transferor. Entities should therefore review
their existing arrangements and balances
to identify whether any grants or transfers
are subject to conditions (as defined in
GRAP 23), and whether a liability should in
fact be recognised. Any existing liabilities
which arise from grants and transfers that
are not subject to conditions should be
derecognised, and accumulated surpluses
or deficits adjusted using GRAP 3. Similarly,
where any new liabilities are identified as a
result of grants and transfers that are subject
to conditions, these should be recognised.
Another area where changes in accounting
policy may be required is the recognition
of revenue related to fines. Under GRAP
23, entities should recognise fines when
the receivable meets the criteria to be
recognised as an asset.
GRAP 24 should be applied prospectively.
In previous reporting periods, entities
would have presented a brief comparison of
budgeted and actual amounts in the financial
statements in order to comply with the
requirements of GRAP 1 Presentation of
Financial Statements. GRAP 24 requires a
detailed comparison of actual and budgeted
information, either by including an additional
column in the financial statements (where
the actual and budgeted results are on the
same basis), or by presenting a separate
statement of comparison of budgeted
and actual information. According to the
communication from the ASB and GRAP 24,
where budgeted and actual information is
prepared using a different basis (i.e. basis
of accounting, classification and, includes
different entities or activities), actual
information is adjusted to be comparable to
the budgetary basis.
The authors of this article are of the opinion
that when a different basis is used, it will
usually be when the budget is prepared on
the cash basis and the actual information
is prepared in accordance with GRAP. It
may therefore be more meaningful to users
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of accrual accounting annual financial statements, for the budget
information to be adjusted so that it is comparable to the actual
information. It is however understood that as the budget is a legal
document, all adjustments will have to be made to the annual financial
statements (and not vice versa). Entities should familiarise themselves
with the requirements of the Standards and identify the differences
between the basis used to prepare the budget and actual information,
for the purpose of developing policies to facilitate comparison and
reconciliation of the information.
GRAP 103 should be applied retrospectively. Previously, no prescriptive
accounting requirements existed for heritage assets. Entities are
however granted a period of three years in which to measure their
heritage assets. These transitional provisions are similar to those
granted to medium and low capacity municipalities for other assetrelated standards. Although entities are allowed three years within
which to comply with the initial and subsequent measurement
requirements of the standard, entities should undertake a physical
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The suggested approach by the ASB set out above is theoretically
correct. There are, however, serious practical challenges in
undertaking a physical verification of all heritage assets by 31
March/30 June 2012, and also for measuring certain of these assets
during the three year measurement period.
As an actual example, a museum that is a Schedule 3A entity holds
various natural history collections, which due to inherent limitations
(such as suitably qualified staff) cannot be physically verified to be
accounted for under GRAP 103 as at 31 March 2012. For instance,
its collection of marine invertebrates consists of approximately
137 000 lots, of which half have not been studied and accessioned.
Similarly in its entomological collection, more than a million
collection objects have not been studied and accessioned. In such
an entity, items will first have to be accessioned before they can
qualify as heritage assets (i.e. the significance of the item has to
be determined). Furthermore the matter is further complicated by
the qualified skills required in doing a physical verification of items
already accessioned.
GRAP 103.17 states that if a heritage asset cannot be reliably
measured, relevant and useful information about it should be
disclosed in the notes to the annual financial statements. It is highly
unlikely that the assets mentioned in the previous paragraph can be
reliably measured.
Based on these constraints, it is probable that this museum would
not have been able to do a physical verification of these assets as
at 31 March 2012, or for that matter, by 31 March 2013.
The authors of this article are of the opinion that certain entities will
need more time to do the physical verification of heritage assets,
and that the National Treasury should consider issuing guidelines for
longer verification time periods. Guidance could also be considered
on types of heritage assets that may never be properly measurable,
thereby assisting entities to only concern themselves with verifying
these assets, and not with measuring these. Examples of heritage
assets that the authors doubt will ever be reliably measurable are:
•
exhibits such as biological and mineral specimens and
technological artefacts
•
collections of insects, butterflies and fossils
•
historical monuments such as graves and burial grounds
•
archaeological and paleontological sites.
GRAP 104 should be applied retrospectively, except where
indicated otherwise. In previous reporting periods, entities would
have applied IAS 39, or may have used GRAP 104, to formulate
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verification of the heritage assets on hand at 31 March/30 June
2012 to assist in determining the opening balance for the 2012/13
reporting period - so to comply with the Standard. To do this, entities
would need to develop a policy for distinguishing heritage and other
assets such as property, plant and equipment, investment properties,
inventories, intangible assets etc. This policy must be applied to
identify heritage assets that are to be included in the asset register.
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their accounting policies. The main
difference between GRAP 104 and IAS 39
is the elimination of certain categories of
financial assets in GRAP 104. As a result
of these differences in categorisation,
entities should analyse the financial
assets recognised as at 31 March/30
June 2012 and categorise these using the
requirements in GRAP 104. Entities should
also take note of the carrying values and
fair values of any instruments at that date,
as these will form the basis of either the
fair value or carrying value going forward.
2013 and beyond
4. The ASB issued Directive 9 effective
from 1 April 2013. The effect of Directive 9
is that Trading Entities will apply the GRAP
framework rather than GAAP in preparing
their annual financial statements.
The authors of this article are of the
opinion that in terms of Directive 9,
these entities will have to compare the
requirements of the GRAP and GAAP
standards and account for any changes
in accounting policy retrospectively in
accordance with GRAP 3. An example is
the accounting for government grants,
which is currently done by trading entities
in accordance with IAS 20. In future, GRAP
23 will have to be applied, which will lead
to an accounting treatment of asset-based
grants that is fundamentally different to the
accounting treatment contained in IAS 20.
5. The ASB-issued ED 88 and comments
on it, was considered at the ASB meeting
held on 27 March 2012. This ED is a
summary of the changes proposed to
the GRAP standards as part of the ASB’s
second improvements project. These
changes will be effective for periods
starting on or after 1 April 2013.
The authors of this article are of the
opinion that all entities will need to
study these revised standards to identify
changes to the standards and take these
into account in annual financial statements
for periods starting on or after 1 April 2013.
6. The ASB has approved GRAP 27 on
Agriculture, which specifically excludes
from its scope, biological assets that are

held for the provision or supply of goods
and/or services. As there is no specific
GRAP standard on dealing with these
assets, entities should consider standards
such as GRAP 17 to account for these
assets. A South African Metropolitan
Municipality, for example, has a collection of
birds that is accounted for using GRAP 17.
Much judgement is needed to assess the
useful lives, depreciation methods, residual
values and impairments on these birds.
The authors of this article are of the opinion
that, in future, specific guidelines will need
to be provided for how to deal with this
accounting issue, as we do not believe
that applying GRAP 17 for these types of
assets is ideal. In discussions with the ASB,
the writers have learned that a discussion
paper for living and other naturally occurring
resources is on the agenda.
7. GRAP 25 is effective for reporting
periods commencing on or after 1 April
2013. Entities therefore have a choice
in the current year of applying GRAP 25
(early adoption or using the principles in
developing an accounting policy), or to
continue applying IAS 19.
The authors are of the opinion that
once GRAP 25 becomes effective,
entities will have to compare the
requirements of the GRAP 25 and IAS
19 and retrospectively account for any
changes in accounting policy in accordance
with GRAP 3. GRAP 25 differs from IAS 19
in the following areas:
•
The amount of actuarial gains
and losses that are recognised in
a reporting period. According to
GRAP 25, full recognition is required
whereas IAS 19 allows three choices.
•
Presentation of actuarial gains
and losses in the annual financial
statements. According to GRAP
25 these are recognised in surplus
or deficit, whereas IAS 19 allows
recognition in the statement of
changes in net assets under certain
circumstances.
•
Past service costs are recognised in
the year, as these arise in accordance
with GRAP 25, whereas IAS 19
requires recognition of past service
asa I october 2012

costs to the extent these are vested,
or where unvested, these are
recognised on a straight line basis
over their vesting period.
Conclusion
The complexity of the GRAP standards is
driven by the fact that they are primarily
based on the International Public Sector
Accounting Standards (IPSAS), which in
turn are derived from International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRSs). The more
complex the IFRS standards become in
future as developments occur in the field
of private sector accounting, the more
complex the GRAP standards are likely to
become. The ASB follows due process when
developing new GRAP standards and takes
into account the nature of transactions, the
environment within which these are applied,
and that some transactions are sector
neutral. For the ASB to consider how and
when these standards are implemented,
greater input and participation in their
due process is needed, particularly from
preparers of annual financial statements,
so that when the EDs are being debated,
the Board is aware of the implementation
challenges faced by preparers. Will the
preparers of public sector annual financial
statements cope with the challenges of
implementing the new GRAP standards,
and will they play a bigger role in assisting
the ASB in their future due processes? Only
time will tell. asa
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speak your mind
EVEN IF YOUR VOICE SHAKES
Stanford Payne CA(SA) is an Executive Business Life Coach, member of ICF and COMENSA..

M

aggie Kuhn, one of the most radical social activists of our
time famously said:
“Speak your mind, even if your voice shakes”.
I watched a programme about Ms Kuhn’s life recently, and her
impact on American society. I wondered why so many people
don’t speak their minds as she did.
Then I thought about The Arab Spring. Let me explain the
connection.
The Arab Spring
The Arab Spring started on 18 December 2010 as a revolutionary
protest movement that gave rise to demonstrations in the Arab
world. As a result of consistent citizen unrest, long-standing rulers
in Libya, Egypt, Yemen and Tunisia were forced from power. Syria,
Bahrain, Algeria, Morocco and Oman have also felt the effects.
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All these protests raise awareness in the face of state attempts at
repression.
Liberty and social media
A recent University of Washington study suggests that
social media – particularly Twitter - played a central role in the
revolutionary movements that toppled these dictatorships. A clear
theme was liberty versus state repression.
Social media tools created a crucial communication platform that
empowered each individual to speak their mind. Although some
tweeters are anonymous, the medium offers the opportunity to
be heard. As the study said: ‘Social media became a critical part of
the toolkit for greater freedom.’
Clearly everyone has something to say.
Personal experience
I was taught from a very young age to speak my mind. Of
course I made mistakes, but as a whole I have equipped myself
with the skills to balance my opinion while showing respect for
other parties involved in the discussion. But, always, somehow,
somewhere, a view and opinion has to be formed - and then the
first word must be spoken.
If you state your opinion, your listener can try to change it, to
agree, or to agree to disagree. In other words, they can take
action. On the other hand, when you are quiet, people think you
agree with them. Agreeing is easy. Disagreeing takes more guts.
By disagreeing you are exposing what you want and believe in.
Early in my business career, if people asked me a question, I’d
try to answer it honestly. And that was rewarded. I had managers
who wanted me around because I would actually tell them what
was happening. I learned then that honesty and self expression
offered opportunities for people to become who they really
wanted to be.

In hindsight, it was a natural leap for me to become an Executive
and Business Coach. I can speak my mind, share my thoughts and
create a platform for others to want to do the same.
Your turn
Why don’t you try? Speak your mind, honestly and truthfully: say what
you believe. Being honest and truthful is part of being a good friend, a
good associate, and a good leader.
Tips
1.	Think before you speak – this helps you formulate your words,
play the scene in your mind, highlight potential pitfalls and gives
you a plan.
2.	Don’t let aggressive people intimidate you - match their glare and
speak your mind. Don’t let anyone force you into silence.
3.	Remain calm, don’t shout and speak clearly – when you’re in complete
control of your emotions, you can own your time and be heard.
4.	Practise – tweet; speak to family, friends and colleagues. Start
with small decisions and opinions and then build your confidence
in a protected and trusted environment. Their feedback could help
you leap ahead.
5.	Don’t wait too long – you might later regret not speaking out. Say
it now, as you might only have one shot at it.
6.	Believe in yourself – if you believe your opinion is important,
others will too. Stick to your guns and express yourself to allow
others to get to know the real you.
Back to The Arab Spring
Individuals speaking their minds in 140 characters brought down entire
governments. Imagine what you could do in your own life!
Go on, I dare you: have your say. Today. asa
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FROM SOIL
Lean manufacturing
Low cost manufacturing
Complex manufacturing
Make-to-stock
Make-to-order
Package-to-order
Product change control
Flexible pricing
Product promotions
Warehousing
Customer relationship management
High stock turnover
Product and raw material traceability
Recipes and formulas
Collaboration with trading partners
Product shelf life
Multiple manufacturing routes
Diverse product ranges
By-products and co-products
Yield management
Safety compliance
Quality management
Recall management
Inventory forecasting
Fast time-to-market requirements
Diverse markets
Distribution requirements planning
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TO PALATE

At SYSPRO, we feel strongly about
sustainability.
For over 30 years we have
provided our award-winning ERP software to
businesses all over the world, recording and
analyzing their business transactions. From
farming co-operatives to retail
businesses, we have helped our customers
optimize their supply chains, reduce their costs
and improve their profitability.

For further information please contact Lorenzo Borelli:
Tel: +27 (11) 461 1000

www.syspro.com
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a peaceful retreat in de hoek
A 5 STAR STAY IN THE COUNTRY
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Name of the Hotel: De Hoek
Country House
Where: Magaliesburg area - an
hour’s drive from Johannesburg
and Pretoria.
Rating: Five star

Y

ou are wrapped up in a sense of
peace and stillness as soon as
entering De Hoek’s grounds. Stir in fresh
bushveld smells, craggy mountains, bird
song and quietly trickling water from the
nearby river, and you know that you’ve
found the idyllic retreat.
Featuring a crown deco theme
throughout, everything that De Hoek
offers - cuisine, service, and consistently
professional and friendly staff, is fit for
royals.

What the De Hoek offers:
Twenty luxurious suites, widely-renowned
cuisine and personalised service are De
Hoek’s hallmarks, with Swiss-trained chef –
Michael Holenstein and his team - creating
five course dinners set beautifully in crystal
and silver. Catering for companies and
private individuals looking for an exclusive
country venue, De Hoek hosts unforgettable
getaways. Conference facilities suitable for
smaller groups are available at Stonebridge
House, a short distance from the main hotel.

Stonebridge House boasts a variety of
conference and function rooms, catering
for up to 60 guests.
•
Guided mountain and river walks, hot
air ballooning, gliding, horse riding
and game drives within private game
reserves – to be arranged in advance
– are just some of the outdoor
activities.
•
De Hoek via La Cigale offers spa
treatments for individuals, couples
or groups – either in a luxurious
treatment room, or in the gardens.
•
De Hoek specialises in arranging
and hosting events such as hot
air ballooning weekends, wine
tasting events, themed lunches and
celebrations for special occasions.

Some interesting facts about De Hoek:
De Hoek’s Michael Holenstein is a Master
Chef and has established a reputation as a
world-class chef.

For bookings call 014 577 9600, 083 677
6853 (Michelle), 083 713 6830 (Michael),
reservations@dehoek.com or visit
www.dehoek.com. asa

The hotel - a sandstone masterpiece - is
tastefully and classically decorated, with
careful attention to detail. My wife and I
freely admit to lapping up the luxury of
our genteel, five star stay.
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NOW available!

If you still believe that money
doesn’t grow on trees…

it’s probably
time you take a
leaf from our book.
SAICA has always advocated the importance of embracing sustainability today in order to remain
profitable tomorrow. Our latest effort sees the launch of Green II – an update of our 2009 publication
which has helped numerous corporate leaders understand and implement the King III guidelines to
their advantage.
To order a copy of the book contact Juta Customer Services:
Telephone: 021 659 2300
E-mail: orders@juta.co.za
Website: www.jutalaw.co.za

image: quickpic.co.za
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Peugeot 508
Azim Omar CA(SA) is a member of the SAGMJ.
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eugeot’s new middle sector contender
keeps with Peugeot tradition in that it is
a totally new design and looks nothing like
any of its competitors. Its elongated bonnet,
with smooth lines and perfectly sculptured
headlights gives the 508 an elegant and
exclusive look that stretches over the rest
of the body all the way to the C pillar. Its
waistline crease runs from the back to the
front, starting off as a slight pleat, and ends
off being extremely pronounced along the
bonnet. This makes the bonnet look like it
has two levels. The rear end is also carefully
crafted to exude class. This overall look is
beautifully balanced and stands out among
the usual shapes on the road.
Inside, the driver is welcomed by an
oversized steering wheel with the prancing
lion neatly positioned in the centre, set off
by the chrome accents surrounding the
outer rim of the dash centre section. The
seats are super comfy, yet surprisingly

supportive, even on twisty roads. The centre
section is filled with buttons and knobs
for the climate control and entertainment
system, but is logical. Interior space is
exceptional for this category vehicle, as
well as rear leg room. The capacious boot
space surprised, as it looks fairly small from
the outside, but will probably swallow the
proverbial kitchen sink with ease.
For me the steering wheel was a little on the
light side, which limits road feedback. The
long bonnet does take some getting used to,
but parking aids really do assist manoeuvring.
The good news is that almost all the usual
luxury and nice-to-have features are standard.
This includes a head-up display, mp3 player,
cruise control, automatic lights and wipers,
daytime running lights, and the list goes
on. The 508’s 2.0 diesel motor is nippy and
silent, matched with a six speed automatic
gearbox to give a perfect mix of comfort and
power. Its overall fuel consumption is good,
asa I october 2012

although I never did get the claimed average
consumption of 5.7 l/100km.
This vehicle will convince sceptics of the
Peugeot brand, in that this car fulfils three
important criteria: - it looks good, drives well,
and most importantly - is a quality build. I
think that Peugeot has a definite winner
with this car, a vehicle so well balanced that
it is hard to fault even on price. Look out
competitors, the French are back! asa
Manufacturer Specifications:
Engine: 1997cc 4 Cylinder Turbo Diesel
Power: 120KW @ 63750rpm
Torque: 340Nm @ 2000rpm
0-100km/h: N/A seconds (Claimed)
Fuel Consumption: Average 4.9l/100km
CO2: 129 g/km
Price: From R298 500,00
Car courtesy of Peugeot South Africa.

NOW available!

The SAICA Guide to the
Companies Act 71 of 2008
LAUNCH EDITION Comprising the Guide,
Plus FREE Companies Act & Companies Act
Regulations pocket books & DVD in a slipcase

25% DISCOUNT

for SAICA Members!

R945

(incl. VAT
excl. p&p)

normal price: R1,260

Unpacking the key provisions and areas of consideration impacting those engaging with company
law regulation, enforcement, governance and compliance, the launch edition comprises:
• The Guide to the Companies Act 71 of 2008
(*loose-leaf subscription)

• The Companies Act 71 of 2008 (pocket book)
• The Regulations for the Companies Act 71 of 2008

• The Companies Act Made Simple DVD

A panel of experts address emerging and hotly-debated issues
brought about by the new Companies Act 71 of 2008.

(pocket book, incl. forms on mini CD)

* The 25% SAICA MEMBER discount is available exclusively to current SAICA members (subject to verification with SAICA), on purchases of
the Launch Edition Bundle. Excludes the cost of future revision service updates to this work.

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM JUTA

Visit our website for further details and to download the Launch Edition SAICA discount order form.
Return to Juta Customer Services at email newaccounts@juta.co.za, Tel.: 021 659 2300, Fax 021 659 2690.

www.jutalaw.co.za

image: FORD.co.za
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Ford Ranger Wildtrak
F

ord’s all new truck, or ‘bakkie’ as we South Africans fondly
call it, has definitely raised a few eyebrows in the looks
department. So much so that many a sedan driver is considering
buying this bakkie purely for its looks. This Wildtrak version is even
sportier than the other Ford Ranger models.
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The Wildtrak comes with raised suspension, bigger wheels and
chunkier tyres. Its front-end has also been given the sport treatment,
with black and silver inserts on the bumper and integrated fog lights
that flow through to the grill. Chrome side-steps and a sporty rollover
bar complete the overall look. Added to this, my test vehicle was in a
bright orange colour, which I actually liked!
Inside, the semi- bucket front seats have the Wildtrak logo
embossed in orange, set off by orange inserts running down the
centre of each seat. The dashboard and steering wheel have a
sedan look and feel, although with typical bakkie ruggedness.
The centre console offers a large blue LCD display for the radio
and entertainment system, which was easily visible even in bright
sunlight. Getting in and out of the vehicle is not as simple as one
would expect, as the vehicle is a long way off the ground. So the
side steps are not just for show, but required! Once seated in
the heated, electrically adjustable driver’s seat, finding your most
comfortable position is dead easy. So much for the brute macho
man vehicle…
On the road, the Wildtrak feels invincible, with its lofty ride
making you feel as if you can drive over anything in your way. Add
to the mix a powerful 3.2 TDCi (diesel) engine and a six speed

gearbox that begs to be stirred about. This seemingly invincible
drive offers the confidence to even scare off the occasional
wayward taxi.
Although the Wildtrak looks and feels invincible, it is only available in
4x2 with a diff lock, so it can’t actually go anywhere, but I must say it
is fairly capable of going almost everywhere. The size of the vehicle,
although at times advantageous, did present a few challenges. On
one occasion I could not enter a shopping mall’s undercover parking
as the vehicle was too high for the entrance. Also, when parked all
the way in, the rear end still sticks out a fair bit.
All in all, the Wildtrak is plenty fun, except for the rather choppy
gearbox and suspension that takes some getting used to, and the
lack of a boot makes it difficult to lock valuables away. Even with
these drawbacks I have to say that I really loved and will miss the
imposing orange truck - better known to taxi’s as Godzilla! asa
Manufacturer Specifications:
Engine: 3198cc 5 Cylinder Turbo Diesel
Power: 147KW @ 3000rpm
Torque: 470Nm @ 1500rpm
0-100km/h: N/A seconds (Claimed)
Fuel Consumption: Average 10.8l/100km
CO2: 235 g/km
Price: From R421 920,00
Car courtesy of Ford South Africa.

Fast view – Volvo C30 D2
Pros
•
Comfortable seats
•
Very responsive steering wheel
•
Frugal diesel consumption
•
Great run-about or city car
•
Quiet motor
•
Good standard features
•
Safety features

Cons
•
Awkwardly shaped boot makes loading difficult
•
Shape is a bit dated
•
Access to the rear seats
•
Rather large steering wheel
•
Not as much fun to drive as it looks

In a nutshell, the Volvo C30 D2 is a perfect city car that has sufficient space and power for the long
haul, as long as you don’t require much luggage. The car lacks the fun factor, but I am sure the
turbocharged petrol engine version will sort that out.
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Chris Palk - Palk Consulting Services

ou’re
never
too old to learn new

tricks and skills.

”Throughout my 45 year career keeping up to date has never been just
about accumulating CPD points. The satisfaction of acquiring additional
knowledge that will enhance service to clients has been my main ‘driver’.
Even at the age of 69 I still thoroughly enjoy the privilege of practising as a
Chartered Accountant and interacting with valued clients. I have yet to
attend a seminar, event or workshop where I do not come away with at
least one important ‘new’ body of knowledge or solution to a problem.
Ultimately, it’s not only about acquiring additional knowledge and
keeping up to date, but the ‘right’ professional thing to do.”

Share how
CPD makes
you different at
www.whatmakesyoudifferent.co.za
and you could...

WIN

...your SAICA annual
subscription free to the
value of R5 000
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www.robertwalters.co.za

www.robertwalters.co.za/salarysurveyrequest

when it comes to
great opportunities,
we’ve done our
research.

Let Robert Walters find the right opportunity for you.
Our specialist accountancy and finance consultants offer a unique blend of
finance and recruitment industry experience.

Contact. Michael Fraser - Banking & Financial Services
Tel.
+27 (0)11 881 2408
Email. michael.fraser@robertwalters.com
Contact. Nic Sephton-Poultney - Commerce & Industry
Tel.
+27 (0)11 881 2414
Email. nic.sephton-poultney@robertwalters.com
Contact. Helen Swithenbank - International Careers
Tel.
+27 (0)31 561 1260
Email. helen.swithenbank@robertwalters.com
Robert Walters is one of the world’s leading professional
recruitment consultancies, and has fantastic opportunities
to offer accountants with a wide range of top tier clients
in Johannesburg.

www.robertwalters.co.za

Request our new 2012 Global Salary Survey at www.robertwalters.co.za/salarysurveyrequest

Leaders in recruitment since 1982

regulaTory reporTing SpecialiST

r550 000 – r500 000 cTc, Braamfontein
International bank requires a regulatory reporting specialist to prepare
and control the banks BA returns with regards to the Bank Act and Basel
requirements. This role is required to report and monitor the bank’s
capital requirements, liquidity and risk, as well as implement any
changes in BA regulations and requirements. CA (SA) with 1 year post
article experience with Basel II and strong Excel skills.
candice.k@wexford.co.za

group Financial Manager

Tel: +27 11 785 4930 Fax: +27 11 785 4939 www.wexford.co.za
Three Seasons Office Park, 7 Spring Street, Rivonia, 2128

Financial accounTanT

r500 000 – r450 000 cTc, Sandton
Growing short term insurance group seeks, bright, young CA to join
their vibrant head office team. Incumbent should have solid technical
and IFRS knowledge, strong inter-personal and IT skills. Responsibilities
would include month end and FSB reporting, GL system implementation
and other adhoc duties. Company offers excellent growth opportunities
to move into a FM role. CA (SA) with less than 2 years post article experience. tanya.b@wexford.co.za

Financial Manager

r980 000 – r850 000 cTc, Sandton
Large multinational group requires a group financial manager who
enjoys problem solving at the highest levels. Your love for accounting
and strong technical abilities will be fully utilized in this prestigious
environment. Solid knowledge of IFRS, consolidations and TAX will
secure an interview. CA (SA) + 5 years in similar role essential.
kariska.vh@wexford.co.za

Financial Manager

r700 000 – r650 000 cTc, JHB
A multinational group requires a talented and technical CA (SA) with
2-3 years post article experience. Role will include group consolidations
and reports, tax matters, implementation of new accounting standards
and technical accounting support. Ample scope for career development.
zuleika.a@wexford.co.za

Financial Manager

r750 000 cTc, rosebank
This diversified holding company with core operations in the service
industry is looking for a CA (SA) who has at least one year of head
office consolidations. The group’s business approach is diverse and
innovative but practical. You will be privy to meetings where top
business minds come together to discuss strategy and your input will
be valued. This is no dead end accounting role – a CA with a personality
is required! janet.b@wexford.co.za

r720 000 – r680 000 cTc, Sandton
Facility management giant seeks operational finance manager with
strong leadership skills and the ability to manage a difficult team.
Incumbent will be responsible for the full financial reporting function,
staff management and be hands-on in the operations of the business. CA
(SA) + management experience and at least 3 years post article experience in a corporate environment. tanya.b@wexford.co.za
asa I october 2012

finance
COST ACCOUNTANT

MIDRAND

FINANCIAL MANGER

GAUTENG

FUND ACCOUNTANT

CAPE TOWN

R550K p.a.

R900K – R850K p.a.

R250K – R180K CTC p.a.

Need a challenge? A globally renowned FMCG
conglomerate in Johannesburg North is seeking
an analytically inclined cost accountant to join
their vibrant financial team. 5 years experience
in retail, focusing on pricing, inventory and cost
of sales will secure. A business-minded individual
with a need to be challenged will enjoy this fastpaced environment.

A multinational company wants to maintain their
leading edge in the FMCG market by employing
a top performing Financial Manager for one
of their divisions. An individual that is goal
driven and hungry for success will thrive in this
environment. If financial modeling and providing
strategic direction to the company are your
strengths, please apply now.

Contemporary asset management administration
company in Cape Town is expanding head count
following sustained growth through recent success.
Understanding of financial markets and financial
instruments, fund accounting, fund of funds, hedge
funds and some unitized funds exp. BCom, MS Excel
adv. Outstanding work ethic, able to communicate
all levels. This opportunity will not disappoint.

Consultant: Christine Vorster
Contact: +27 11 318 2101
E-mail: midrand@communicate.co.za

Consultant: Amanda Cronje
Contact: +27 11 318 2101
E-mail: midrand@communicate.co.za

Consultant: Lee Watts
Contact: +27 21 418 1750
E-mail: capetownfinanceinfo@communicate.co.za

FINANCIAL CONTROLLER – CA(SA) GAUTENG

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

R1.4 million p.a.

R950K – R800K p.a.

R600K – R500K CTC p.a.

A fast-growing manufacturing company is seeking
a business minded CA(SA) to join their business
with a view to becoming 2IC to the group CFO.
Responsibilities include: mergers and acquisitions,
office IT automation and contract negotiations,
which will form an integral part of this role. 8-10
years senior financial management experience
required.

Listed FMCG company is looking for a CA(SA) Financial
Controller. You will be responsible for the profitability
of the business unit, as well as margin analyses, new
business ventures, system implementation and overall
commercial financial management. Some SAP/ERP
experience is preferred. Business skills, commercial
sense and technical accounting ability are critical to
your success.

International manufacturing company requires
management accountant. Minimum requirements:
BCom, studying CIMA Strategic level. Responsible
for budgeting, forecasting, reporting, variance
analysis of budgets vs actuals, plus manage and
review stock control processes by working closely
with supply chain.

Consultant: Robyn Tambourlas
Contact: +27 12 348 2960
E-mail: rtambourlas@communicate.co.za

Consultant: Yvona Cloete
Contact: +27 12 348 2960
E-mail: ycloete@communicate.co.za

Consultant: Evita Situma
Contact: +27 11 622 2723
E-mail: finance@communicate.co.za

FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE CA(SA)

GAUTENG

+27 21 418 1750 • Cape Town
+27 12 348 2960 • Pretoria

+27 11 622 2723 • Bruma
+27 11 318 2101 • Midrand

GAUTENG

www.communicate.co.za

HIGH PROFILE OPPORTUNITIES
Financial Manager

Senior Specialist: Strategy

Financial Manager/GM: Finance

•
•
•
•

• R600k – R800k pa Cost to Company plus Corporate
Performance Incentives
• CA(SA) with 3 years’ post-articles experience in a
similar role
• Tshwane

• R 1.1m – R 1.3m pa Cost to Company plus Performance
Incentives
• CA(SA) with 7-10 years’ experience, preferably in the
manufacturing environment
• SAP experience an advantage
• Pretoria North

R500k – R650k pa plus Performance Incentives
BCom(Acc)/CMA/ACCA with 8-10 years’ experience
Experience in a manufacturing environment is essential
Midrand (Olifantsfontein)

A major manufacturing group has a vacancy for a totally
hands-on and operational individual to take full responsibility
for the Financial, Accounting and Reporting functions.
Reporting directly to the CEO, the duties will include:
• Preparation and presentation of Monthly Management
Reports, including Variance Analysis • Preparation of
Annual Financial Statements • Cash flow and working
capital management • Annual budget preparation and
coordination • Management of payroll, stock, accounts
payable and accounts receivable • Management of
production and costings.
Good interpersonal and communication skills are required to
liaise with suppliers, customers and financial institutions and
some exposure to Forex (import and export) transactions will
be advantageous.
Ref: CHS/ft
Applications: Charles Stilwell at charless@quest.co.za

This role with South Africa’s largest private sector employer
is due to an internal promotion, and offers an outstanding
opportunity within an organisation that values employee
development and growth. The primary purpose of this
position is to provide decision-making support in order to
advance the company’s growth and development strategy.

The role requires someone with commercial astuteness and
an aptitude for Financial Modelling and Evaluation, as well
as Strategic Analysis.
Ref: CL/SSS

A major international manufacturing Group has a vacancy
for a skilled financial professional to manage the Accounting
and Financial Services function consisting of a large team
of highly trained and efficient individuals. Operational
duties will include: • Monitoring, review and reporting of
financial performance of functional areas • Management
and control of the Budgeting and Forecasting process,
including the preparation of documentation for presentation
to the Management Committee • Corporate Governance
regarding financial control and audit liaison • Development
and implementation of business plans and business risk
management • Strategic management of financial services,
including working capital and cash flow management
• Ad hoc and project evaluation.
Ref: CHS/nsa

Applications: Caryn Lacey at carynl@quest.co.za

Applications: Charles Stilwell at charless@quest.co.za

Duties include: • Supporting the objectives and
responsibilities of the business unit strategy agenda, which,
guided by the team, includes executing a range of specific
strategy projects • Building strong relationships with Group
Strategy Analysts.

Please forward detailed CVs to the addresses indicated at each post, quoting the relevant reference.
Please note that if you have not been contacted within 14 days then please accept that your application
has been unsuccessful.

Follow us on:

Tel: (011) 628-0477
www.humanjobs.co.za

Human Communications 91652

A great career move
never goes out of style.

This winter, why not try on something different?

Create a Resume | Search Financial Jobs |
Set up email Job Alerts | Track your Applications

Apply for CA and Financial Jobs Online

www.cajunction.co.za
SAICA presents CAJunction in
association with CareerJunction

CLASSIFIEDS
Closing Date for Advertisements: Please note that all adverts should be submitted to this office in writing two months prior to publication date.
Important Information: A telephone number, contact name and postal address must be included with any advert submitted and in the event that
payment is not made before the closing date the advert will not be published.
Legislation requires your VAT Registration number for invoicing purposes.
For Classified Advertisement information: Contact Angel Lelosa Tel: 011 621-6696.
All advertisements to be submitted to: Accountancy SA, PO Box 59875, Kengray,
2100, Fax 011 621-6807 or Email: classifieds@saica.co.za

APPOINTMENTS

PARTNERSHIPS & PRACTICES

DYNAMIC AUDITING COMPANY
We are based in Dunkeld and seek new trainees as well as qualified
staff. Excellent training and prospects exist. Please email one page
CV to david@dkalmin.co.za.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A MERGER?
Should you be interested in merging with a long established and
extremely successful accounting and auditing firm in South Africa,
which is JSE accredited and internationally affiliated, then there is
no doubt that this could be mutually beneficial to both practises.
Let us explore the possibility. Call Marius on 082 887 3496 now.

TECHNICAL SPECIALIST REQUIRED
The technical specialist undertakes research that directly
steers the primary function of the AGSA, namely auditing of
public sector organisations and the achievement of public
sector financial management transformation. For more
information, please refer to our careers page on
www.agsa.co.za.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SELLING?
In the world of accounting and auditing, a well established, JSE
accredited and internationally affiliated CA firm is looking to acquire
your accounting or auditing practice in Gauteng, Cape Town,
Bloemfontein or Durban. Should you be interested in selling, please
give Marius a call on 082 887 3496.
PRACTICE
We are keen to purchase an accounting or auditing practice in
Gauteng. We have done this before and are prepared to pay fair
value. For a confidential discussion contact Joe on 082 854 8269.

The Oasis Group is a dynamic wealth management business
operation formed in 1997. The Group is comprised of multiple
companies; each specialising in contributing towards Oasis
extensive product range that is designed to meet the needs of
the Shari’ah and socially responsible client markets. Product
offerings include collective investment schemes, retirement
funds, endowments and pension annuities for the retail client and
segregated portfolios and pooled policies for institutional and
high net worth clients.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
We require someone that will:
•Be responsible for financial analyses in the finance department or
responsible for a division providing financial accounting services for
headoffice and/or group companies.
•Apply principles of accounting to analyse financial information and
prepare financial reports.
•Compile and analyse financial information to prepare entries to accounts,
such as general ledger accounts, documenting business transactions.
•Analyse financial information detailing assets, liabilities and capital.
•Prepare balance sheets, profit and loss statements and other reports to
summarize and interpret current and projected company financial
position for other managers.
•Audit contracts, orders and vouchers and prepare reports to substantiate
individual transactions prior to settlement.
•Install, modify, document and coordinate implementation of accounting
systems and accounting control procedures.
•Make recommendations regarding the accounting of reserves, assets and
expenditures.

Remuneration: Market Related Cost to Company
Location: Cape Town (South Africa)

Email your CV, ID, & Academic Transcripts to:
recruitment@oasiscrescent.com

www.oasiscrescent.com

PARTNER
Established, entrepreneurial and dynamic Cape Town practice wishes
to acquire a practice or block of fees. To commence a confidential
discussion please forward your details to pgm@gmn.co.za.
SERVICES
MASTER'S RUN SERVICES
Frustrated by slow or non-existent responses from the Master? We
deliver to, follow up on and collect estate and trust documentation
at the Master, Pietermaritzburg. Contact Daan Steenkamp, TMJ
Attorneys at daan@tmj.co.za.

RATES
Please note that we will be keeping the 2011 rates for 2012,
they are as follows:
We charge R40 p/word
R60 p/bolded word (Heading)
Minimum words - 30
Maximum words - 80
Please note that payments for classified advertisements and
proof of such payment are required by the due date stipulated
on your quote, all classified adverts are done in a word wrap
and will appear in our magazine in alphabetical order.

Frontline Recruitment is a specialist financial recruitment company
Frontline Recruitment is a wholly owned division of the Kelly Group Limited and lives the Kelly Group vision of “unlocking the power of
people in the world of work”. Frontline Recruitment incorporates 2 additional specialist divisions namely Risk, Audit & Governance and
Executive Search.

NEWLY QUALIFIED/SOON TO QUALIFY CA’S
Competitive packages starting at R450 000
We can assist you in finding a suitable position in
line with your personal vision and objectives. Act
now and let us facilitate your career path
development into the future.
Please send your CV to:
nathenia@frontlinesolutions.co.za
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NEWLY QUALIFIED CA’S
R450 000 to R500 000 CTC
Various roles within Banking and Financial
Services.
Please send your CV to:
lynda@frontlinesolutions.co.za
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FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT
R350 000 to R550 000 CTC Neg
B.Com (Hons) with 3-5 years commercial experience, preferably from a Media or Telecom’s
background.
Please send your CV to:
lynda@frontlinesolutions.co.za
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SPECIALIST
RISK, ASSURANCE AND
GOVERNANCE DIVISION
offering opportunities to:
• Nearly qualified CA’s
• Newly qualified CA’s
• Qualified CA’s with commercial working experi
ence
Expand your expertise within Internal Audit, Risk
and Governance across a variety of commercial
local and international sectors.
Please contact Marichen, Sonja or Chantal at
011 706 9222 or send your email to:
rag@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER
R650 000 to R900 000 CTC Neg
CA (SA)’s with 6-8 years commercial experience. Mining background essential. Willing to
re-locate inland.
AccPac essential, strong
technical accounting skills.
Please send your CV to:
lynda@frontlinesolutions.co.za

Tan

FINANCIAL ANALYST – JHB NORTH
R650 000 – R500 000
Multinational concern seeks CA (SA) with 1-3
years commercial experience for this challenging
role that incorporates both routine financial
accounting, analytical and business advisory
functions.
Please send your CV to:
rachel@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT – DURBAN
R360 000
Dynamic CA (SA) with 1 year post articles
commercial experience. Full financial accounting
functions with specific supervision over debtors,
creditors and general ledger. SAP knowledge
would be an advantage.
Please send your CV to:
nicky@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER
R650 000 to R750 000 CTC Neg
CA (SA)’s with 3-4 years commercial experience.
SAP
essential,
manufacturing
background.
Please send your CV to:
lynda@frontlinsolutions.co.za

S

GROUP ACCOUNTANT – JHB NORTH/EAST
R Neg
Exciting career opportunity exists with multinational concern within their Head Office
Finance Division. CA (SA) plus 1-2 years post
articles experience.
Please send your CV to:
taneill@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER (EE) – CAPE TOWN
R480 000 Neg
Qualified CA (SA) with at least 2 years commercial experience to lead accounting team and take
responsibility for full financial management
function. Monthly management pack, budgets,
tax related issues, annual audit and day to day
running of the business.
Please send your CV to
helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

L

FINANCIAL MANAGER (X 2) – JHB NORTH
AND PTA
R750 000 p.a. excluding bonus
Join an international FMCG concern, manage
full financial portfolio, reporting directly into the
MD. CA (SA) plus 3-4 years post articles experience essential.
Please send your CV to:
taneill@frontlinesolutions.co.za
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When the going gets a little rough, do you have what it takes to
keep going? In the banking, professional services,
commerce and industry, financial and IT markets,
such a trait comes highly valued.
It’s a special kind of recruitment specialist that is
attuned to the perseverance of an applicant,
and who is able to recognise how an
employer can benefit. Such a specialist is
SET Recruitment, widely regarded as the
first choice by both potential employees
and blue-chip companies in these
specialised fields.
Trust in SET Recruitment to persevere
in finding you the right match.

Tel. +27 (0)11 234-4313
Fax: +27 (0)11 803-3186
E-mail: info@setrecruitment.co.za

www.setrecruitment.com

We are a BEE level 2 accredited company
Human Communications 91634

